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TO
W. JO EPH HEAR ,M. D.
AS A
TO.KE~ OF' ESTEEM A '0 AF'F'ECTIO.
THIS VOLU~IE
IS DEDICATED
BY
THE COMMITTEE
/
:
PREFACE
~_£:iiiii:3;H IS volume is presented to the Class of I 907 by the
Committee with the earnest hope that it will serve
as a pleasant reminder of college days, for in the
following pages are chronicled a resume of the
events of four years.
Characteristics of class-mates are noted in due
form, but in no case is personal ill-will intended, and the remarks
made are but a record of the friendly raillery constantly indulged in.
The book shows in many ways the evidences of the work
of amateurs. When it is considered, however, that a great deal of
time and labor was expended upon it, in addition to regular college
work, it is hoped its faults will be passed over lightly.
If it is received kindly by the class and is given the approval
of the faculty._ the Committee will feel itself amply repaid.
COMMITTEE.
W. Joseph Hearn, M. D.
Professor 01 Clinical Surgery
w. Joseph Hearn, M. D.
ROF. W. JO EPH HEAR was born in Laurel, Del., December 27th, 1842, being
descended from Sir William Hearn, who came from England to Maryland in 1688.
He received his preliminary education at Laurel Academy, taking up a classical
course, and entered Jefferson in 1865. Those were the days of a two year course, and
on March 4, 1867, he received the degree of M. D. He practiced for three years in his
native state, but desiring a wider field for his activities, returned to Philadelphia and was
made anaesthetist for Prof. Samuel D. Gross. In this capacity he gave ether and chloroform,
many hundreds of times, at a period when the use ofanaesthetics was comparatively new.
When the new hospital was opened in 1877, Dr. Hearn was made chief of clinic for Dr. Gross,
and later when Dr. Samuel W. Gross was elected to the chair of Principles of Surgery and Clinical
Surgery, Dr. Hearn was made surgeon to the hospital.
His inclination towards teaching during these years was made manifest by the positions he held
in succession: Assistant D~monstrator of Anatomy, J 87 1-1879; Assistant Demonstrator of Surgery,
1879-1882; and Instructor in Surgery and Bandaging in Dr. McClellan's School of Anatomy. Dr.
Hearn also gave the first course in the microscopy and histology of tumors given at J efferson, and for
some time was an Instructor in Dermatology and quiz master in Surgery.
In 1882, on the election of Dr. John H. Brinton to the chair of Practice and Clinical Surgery, at
J e·fferson, Dr. Hearn took his place as Surgeon at the Philadelphia Hospital, a position which he still
holds. In 1894 he was made Clinical Professor of Surgery at his Alma Mater.
Early in December, 1906, while on his way to the Philadelphia Hospital, Prof. Hearn was
thrown from his carriage and sustained such serious injuries that his life hung in the balance for many
days. But his wonderful vitality and recuperative powers stood him in good stead, and he is up and
about again, although still unable to conduct his clinics.
9
Prof. Hearn is a member of the College of Physicians and urgeons, of Philadelphia, of the
Academy of Surgery, and a fellow of the American Surgical Association, and during his forty years of
practice has contributed many articles of great value to various publications.
As a surgeon, Prof. Hearn stands among the first. Although not an orator, his preliminary
talks at his clinic are replete with sound advice and good suggestions. As an operator, he is always
prepared for any emergency that may arise. Referring to this quality, Prof. Keen has often told the
students, cc I feel very much safer during a difficult operation, if I can have Prof. Hearn at my elbow
and receive the benefit of his cool head and steady hand." But it is as a diagnostician that Prof. Hearn
takes first rank on the Surgical Staff. He seems to possess a sixth sense which enables him to make
an accurate diagnosis in doubtful cases, and on innumerable occasions has his ability in this line been
demonstrated.
His kindly manner, his quiet humor, his never failing interest in what the students are doing
have endeared him to them, and in dedicating our class book to him, we feel that we can offer but a
slight tribute for the affection and esteem with which he is held.
10
The Faculty
William Thomson, M. D.
Emeritus Professor of Ophthalmology
12
J. Solis-Cohen, M. D.
Honorary Professor of Laryngology
William W. Keen, M.D., LL.D., F. R.C.S., Hon.
(England and Edinburg)
Professor of the Principles of Surgery and Clinical Surgery
13
James W. Holland, M. D.
Dean and Professor of Medical Chemistry and Toxicology
Henry C. Chapman, M. D.
Professor of Institutes of Medicine and Medical Jurisprudence
H. A. Hare, M. D.
Prolessor 01 Materia Medica and Therapeutics
James c. Wilson, M. D.
Profe3S0r of Practice of Medicine and Clinical Medicine
I -)
E. E. Montgomery, M. D., LL.D.
Professor of Gyn~ology
w. M. L. Coplin, M. D.
Prolessor 01 Pathology and Bacteriology
16
Edward P. Davis, M. D.
Prolessor 01 Obstetrics
F. X. Dercum, M. D.
Professor of Nervous and Mental Diseases
17
J. Chalmers DaCosta, M. D.
Professor of Principles of Surgery and Clinical Surgery
Howard F. Hansell, M. D.
Prolessor 01 Ophthalmology
18
Henry W. Stelwagon, M. D.
Pro(<ssor 01 Dermatology
H. Augustus Wilson, M. D.
Professor of Orthopedic Sur~~ry
Edwin E. Graham, M. D.
Professor of Diseases of Children
Orville Horwitz. B. 5., M. D.
Prolessor 01 Genilo-Urinary Surgery
20
S. MacCuen Smith, M. D.
Prolessor 01 Otology
D. Braden Kyle, M. D.
Professor of Laryngology
21
Solomon Solis-Cohen, M. D.
Profe..or of Clinical Medicine
Albert P. Brubaker, M. D.
Prole.sor 01 Physiology and Hygiene
22
Edward Anthony Spitzka, M. D.
Proles30r 01 General Anatomy
George McClellan. M. D.
Prolessor 01 Applied Anatomy
23
John H. Gibbon, M. D.
Associate Professor of Surgery
W. M. Sweet, M. D.
Associate Professor of Ophthalmology
John M. Fisher, M. D.
Assistant Professor of Gynecology
Randle C. Rosenberger, M. D.
Assistant Professor of Bacteriology, and Curator of the Museum
Clarence A. Veasey, M. D.
Assistant \:,rofessor of Ophthalmology
26
E. Quin Thornton, M. D.
Assistant Professor of Materia Medica
Ross V. Patterson, M. D.
Sub-Dean
John H. Brinton, M. D., LL.D.
Late Emeritus Prolessor 01 Practice (I Surgery and Clinical Surgery
28
John H. Brinton, M. D., L. L. D.
~ ~. R. BRI TO was bortl in Philadelphia, May 21, 1832, springing from one of the
. . (fj oldest and most prominent families of Colonial days.~. D '~ He entered the University of Pennsylvania in 1846 and graduated with the degree
of Bachelor of Arts in 1850. He matriculated at Jefferson, and in 1852 received his
medical degree. The year following graduation was spent abroad, in further study
at the great clinics in Paris and Vienna. Returning, Dr. Brinton entered upon general
practice, and became associated with Professors Agnew and H. H mith, in teaching operative surgery
at the old anatomical buildings on College Avenue. On Prof. Smith's withdrawal, Dr. Brinton took
up his work.
At the outbreak of the Civil War, Dr Brinton entered the army medical service, and was made a
Brigade Surgeon of Volunteers. In this capacity he served with General Grant at the battle of Belm.ont,
Missouri. Later he accompanied Grant in the campaign of 1862, on the Tennessee and Cumberland
Rivers, which resulted in the capture of Forts enry and Donelson, of ashville, and during which the
battle of hil~h was fought.
In 1862 Dr. Brinton was ordered to Washington to prepare the urgical History of the Rebel-
lion, and later to found the Army Medical Museum. After two years of work along these lines and
other special duty, he was sent to Louisville and assigned to the office of Medical Director under
General Rosecrans, and served with him through the Missouri campaign. Later he served as superin-
tendent and director of general hospitals at ashville, Tenn., and afterward as Acting Medical Director
of the Army of the Cumberland.
At the close of the war Dr. Brinton returned to Philadelphia and resumed the practice of his pro-
fession. Shortly afterward he was appointed lecturer on operative surgery in the summer course at
J efferson, and later, he was elected one of the surgeons to the Philadelphia Hospital, being associated
with such men as Drs. Wm. Pancoast, F. 'F. Maury, . W. Gross and Harrison Allen. He remained
in this position until 1882, when he resigned to take the chair of Practice of urgery and Clinical Sur-
gery at the Jeffer on Hospital. He held this position until May 1906, when he resigned and was
made Emeritus Professor.
Dr Brinton was for many years chairman of the Mutter Museum Committee of the College of
Physicians and urgeons, of Philadelphia, and was also a founder of the Pathological Society and one
of its earliest presidents. He was a member of the Metropolitan Club of Washington, a founder of the
Philadelphia Skating Club, and for many years a member of the Philadelphia Club. Besides these
different clubs he was also a member of the American Philosophi~al ociety, the ons of the Revolution,
the Loyal Legion, the ociety of Colonial Wars, the Historical ociety of Pennsylvania and many other
medical and scientific societie ..
On March 5, 1907, Dr. Brinton suffered a stroke of paralysis, from which he never completely
recovered, the end coming on Monday morning, March 18, 1907.
To the younger men, Prof. Brinton was aiways an honored and respected member of the faculty,
for he exemplified, perhaps more than any other one man at Jefferson College the union between the
old and the new, the connecting link of the days when antisepsis and asepsis were not known, and the
modern ideas of operative surgery. .
His best work was in the line of gunshot injurie and fractures, as befitted his extensive military
experience. His lectures were always interesting and highly profitable, for he had a wealth of anecdotes
and incidents of the Civil War, with which he impre sed important points. In his passing, the students
all feel a deep sense of personal loss and a loss to the institution, for in Dr. Brinton's death the students
have lost a friend and a teacher, the institution has lost a man who helped greatly to maintain its repu-
tation for highest standard of excellence, and the medical world, a man whose teachings have done
much toward furthering the knowledge of military surgery, and whose writings on his subject have
become classics.
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Executive Committee
Class Book Committee
Frank Farnum Abbott
Spirit Lake, la.
Two hends fire better thfll/ one.
George Potter Ard
"Miss Ard"
Woodward: Pa.
The I/I/kiJJcd IIIf1I1 ill tire clflss--
thillks 111£diCflI stf/dellts fire z'er)' rllde.
35
Jean George Bachman
aney, F ranee
iI' (jJ
Treasurer Wilson Medical ociety.
Assistant in Physiology. Class Artist.
'Traveler, flrtist, lil/gllist fIl/d expert
with the sphyg11lo11lflJ/o11leter.
James Larkin Ballou
.. Kyrle"
Crumpler, N. C.
Davis Obstetrical Society
Amwers well tit qllizzes, beillg till
tluthority 01/ AlIgio- fllrotic Edemtl.
Aratoon Basil
Julfa, Armenia
ame to U from P. and al-
curta, India.
Aerinl flights nre IIOt POp1lllir ill his
C01I11tl)'. Goi7lg IIP.t
Wilford Willis Bennett
Provo City, Utah
(jJ /I "
A Ilew 1//(/11 this yetlr.
Patrick Joseph Brice
"Stephen"
Oneida. Pd.
~.•/) H
Horwitz Surgical Society, oplin
Pathological ociety.
A grcat }rimd of" Mike" Btl/.,Is.
Edward Lane Brinson
Stillmore. Ga.
1/) .1'
Keen Surgical Society.
Dixie allor'cr, bllt roe rool!' t risk a
PUJI 011 tile 1Iamf of his l/fltit,C torol/. Michael Anthony Burns
"Mike"
PhJadelphia. Pa.
1/) .r
Treasurer C hapm an Physiological
Society, Wilson Medical ociety.
His "ukties are the C1IVY of David-
SOJI aJld jl1asoll.
uma Duncan Bitting
Rural Hall, N. C.
Keen urgical Society.
A quiet, ellmest studellt.
Gerald Douglas Bliss
Amherst, Nova Scotia
Coplin Pathological Society, Ptolemy
Society.
As ociate Editor of Class Book.
Frederic Bushong
.. Bush"
Lancaster, Pa.
A S! :/
Vice President Coplin Pathological
Society '05-'06.
" Did yOIl ever IUIII' of L'I/Icllster
COllllt)'?" -
Wallace Chetwynd
.. Chet"
East Liverpool, Ohio
(/) .-I ~:
Treasurer Forbes Anatomical League,
Hare Medical Societv, Davis Obstet-
rical Societies. -
Drrided i1/ liis i/~(rIl1CY, 1/01 JO l/It1I1.V
yMrs tlgo, tllt/t life is worlh tlu
lir'illg tlnd procudl'd to prot·e il.
Henry Martin Cass, M. D.
Morristown, Tenn.
emile to J~(r to onnh 11p 011 recrlll
tldr'tlllrc.r ill 1IIediri"r.
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William Chambers
Philadelphia, Pa.
(/1 /I 1/ A U .~
President of class in Junior year.
The GioJo1/ 1lIt111-0Ile oj Ilu oest
tlil,,-o1I11d 1IIffI of the rims.
Henry Gansvoort Cooke, Jr.
Philadelphia, Pa.
k 1/)
Wilson Medical Society, and Dercum
eurological ociety.
Member of Clapp - Hacker - Cooke
Combillatioll.
Wilham Colbert, Jr.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Chapman Physiological ociety.
CompiciorlJ bJ Iris absfIlce /r01/l lec-
t"rcs alld clillics.
James Mossop Comely
U Cap"
Madeira, Pa.
Forbes Anatomical League, Captain of
Football team' 06, and Pwlemy oci-
ety.
"What's tire olltlook, Cap?"
Boaz Baxter Cox
Morgantown. W. Va.
Forbes Anatomical League.
Never kllowlI to refuse wlim asked
for a pipe-load, a chazu or tlie lIIokim.
William Clarke Craig
Waldwick. N. J.
,~ It'It'
Chapman Phy iological ociety, Keen
Surgical Society, and Class Poet.
Member CIa s Book Committee.
Has lost forty poulIds sillce bl'illg
elected dOH poet- tlie zuords wOII't
rliYllle.
4-'
James Joseph Crawford
.. Jimmy"
Lawrence, Mass.
Horwitz Surgical Society.
" Lots of tlielll rOllle tip to tiS but cm/' t
pass tis."
Provo City, Utah
Clarence Merrill Clark
,
Another new man thi year.
After repentcd i1JZ1itntioJlJ, ji1/fl11y
rnllet! 011 Mr. Reill"..\'.
George Houghton Clapp
Philadelphia, Pa.
II' (/)
jame.s Cecil Clark
Pantguich, Utah
Came to us trom P. and S. Balti-
Wilson Medical Society, Chapman
Physiological Society.
A grent (riflld 0/ Lncock' J
more.
Fou should stt him when on dress parade,
And the 7t'ind bas with his whisiers piaJed.
42
Arthur Julius Davidson
Philadelphia, Pa.
Il" (/J
Treasurer Montgomery Gynecological
ociety. Dercum eurological Society.
o JplflSh! J forgot my ,"ubben IIltd
Chntnut Street is JO muddy.
Glenn Orville Dayton
Waverley, Ohio
.r ~. .r
Treasurer Hare Medical ociety.
We wonder x(Jh.v b! iJ 10 Jtrong
with the Iildies.
43
Benjamin Franklin De Vore
Yoncalla, Oregon
The man XI/itb tbe Dllltiel Webster
voice.
Charles Seymour Dickinson
.. Alkaloidal Dick ..
Philadelphia, Pa.
Coplin Pathological Society.
Best mllll il/ Section K (It milking a
bllrgllilt.
Harry Edward Diers
U Dearie n
Daylon, Ohio
If) /I 1/ .~ n A
Chapman Physiological ociety, Assi t-
ant Manager '05, Manager' 06 of
Football team.
Treasurer class in ophomore rear
Deserves II grellt dell' of credit lor
his IIb'e 1II11/lI/gelllmt of the teafl / this
yellr.
Wade Doster
.. Herpes"
Topeka, Kan.
A C),r/Ol/( Irom KI/I/JIIs f()ith an
abiding lailh in whllt the books say.
George Warren Eastman
East Corinth, Me.
A II- II"
Hare Medical Society, Davis Obstet.
rical ociety.
Came 10 1IS Ihis )'tar.
Godlove Grover Eckhart
.. Eck"
Buck Creek, Ind.
Forbe Anatomicai League.
WhCll )'011 7IJa/li him, (fill for
ccBonz. "
: ••••••••••••••••••• e. _••
.. . . . ... . ....
-..:::.:- :- ::1!··..::·..:: -.:
Elmer Harold Eulner
South River, .].
Coplin Pathological and Davis Obstet-
rical Societies.
Has der10ted mosl of his past life to
battlillg ZIJilh Jersey Ulan ion.
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otedfor his perso1101 nfotneu.
eurological Soci-
Ralph Falk
Boise, Idaho
~. (/J H
ecretary Dercum
ety.
Shem Alfred Everett
"The Duke"
Shokan, N. Y.
"Crt it at EvonJ."
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Joseph Fallon
Boston, Mass.
Dercum eurological, Montgomery
Gynecological Societies.
Pufers Jefferso11 to the Univfrsit)'
of Pe111uylvonin .
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Julian Feild
(/I p~'
Davis Obstetrical and Horwitz Sur-
gical ocieties.
Oftf1l mistllkm for Dr. Kelteyer.
Samuel Lloyd Fisher
Smith's Ferry, Pa.
A 51 .~
Wilson Medical, Chapman Physiologi-
cal and Dercum eurological Societies.
Be/ie"eJ the 1". fro C. A. i; a good
thil/g-a/so the r. 111. C. A.
4-
George Elmer FoHmer
Orangeville, Pa.
A P/tI.Yrl/tite of Miss ArJ's.
Edward Louis Fartier
Little Falls, Minn.
(/) /I II
Entend "Jeff." the fourth yenr.
George Burgess Foster, Jr.
Malden, Mass.
.r ~..r
Vice President Chapman Physiological
ociety, Trea urer Keen urgical
ociety, Treasurer Fre'hman Clas,
Vice Presiden t enior Clas .
A si tant in Hi (ology and Bacteriology.
Cnllscd fiJI epidelllic ofaytnllophobin
nlllOll!!: the colored cops nlollg 7'CIIth
Strut dl/rillg his FreshmnN Jenr. Hnr
illlproved t;rtntly fmder Seedfflbl,rg's
tuttlnge (?)
George Timothy Fox
Clinton, Mass.
Forbes Anatomical League, Horwitz
urgical Society, President Sophomore'
Class, Chairman CIa Book Com-
mittee.
George Gibson
Chicopee Falls, Mass.
A 11'11'
Keen Surgical Society.
HIls ndopted II peculinr 1lIethod'of
seeillg the cOlmtr)'.
Thurman Gillespy
"Pop tt
Wheeling, W. Va.
Forbes Anatomical League, Wilson
Medical Society.
Suffers from hypertroph)' of third
lift frofltnl cOllflolutiOll.
49
Myles Gilroy
Scranton. Pa.
'The silver tOflglled orntor.
Stephen Wilfred Goldcamp
"Goldie ..
Ironton, Ohio
ociety.
chemiotnxiJ for
Coplin Pathological
Exhibitf pOfitive
Lott.
Harry Glassman
Wissahickon, Pa.
ComeJ nroulld o{(tlJiollnl~l'.
Hubert John Goodrich
Olean, N. Y.
Akk
Secretary Horwitz Surgical Society,
Secretary of Junior Class.
A grent jrielld of Noltm' f.
Oswald William Hacker
" Highball"
Roanoke, Va.
k <I)
Wilson Medical, Dercum eurological
oCleties, Class Book Committee.
Has discovered (/1/{W reflex, denotitJg
high spirits.
Benjamin Franklin Haines
New Castle, Pa.
Two years at niversity of Vir-
gInIa.
A distllrbi)Jg elflllelJt.
5 I
Wallace Hamilton
Pittsburg, Pa.
r/J If /I
Forbes Anatomical League, Clas Pro-
phet.
WON fl1me as Dr. Bucho1Jl1n's I1sssist-
111Jt, removillg 11 lorge(?) t/l1ll0r.
Franklin Morris Henzel
"Kid"
Philadelphia, Pa.
rI) .r
In COIIJtfllit feor thot Prof. Grflhom
will exhibit him fit hi! clinicJ.
Archie Edelen Hewitt
Dayton, Ohio
I{J H 17
President Hare Medical and member
Horwitz Society.
If it tflkef two hour! to go to Bfllti-
mort, how long will it tflke to come
bock? James John Hoban
"Sunny Jim"
C~nton, Mass.
Forbes Anatomical League, Horwitz
Surgical Society, Class Treasurer.
WeorJ fin ilwrown Jlnile.
James Edward Hobgood
Oxford, N. C.
Wilson Medical Society.
All ;'lordiTltlte fusJlr from the SrITI1IY
SOllth.
-..
."
~.
"~I ..'.''t.-.
.'.~
~f
., ,
John Sidney Hood
Charlotte. N. C
II" (/J
Wilson Medical, Treasurer Montgom-
ery Gynecological Society.
Firm believer ill the tlbdomilltll biTldtr.
Jesse Burket Howe
Tyrone. Pa.
(/1 .r
Ptolemy, Keen Surgical ocicty, M em-
ber of the Class Book Committee.
Lost much slup OIl tluotmt of the
delinquency of some of the fellows in
htlving their pictures tokfll.
George Hughes
Spanish Fork, Utah
(/)/11/
Prefen the EII!t to the Wl!Jt.
Frederick Carlyle Hyatt
Waynesville, N. C.
k(/)
Keen Surgical ociety
El1tered ill third year from Ulliflenity
of North Carolina.
54
Moreland Russell Irby
.. Munyon"
Ashland, Va.
" The (hild iJ father to the 111011,"
-but thiJ i! 0 (aiC ofarre.rud deflelop-
1IImt.
rHarold Augustus Ives
" Judge ..
Lake City, Fla.
r/J p~'
Forbes An"atomical League, Academy.
Keeps Feild awake during lectures,
by makillg a noise like f11J al/igator.
Richard Lawrence Jett
"Colonel ..
Jett, Ky.
r/J.\"
Vice President Wilson Medical, Pres-
ident Montgomery Gynecological So-
cieties.
Comes from tbe Itwd of sboots {/lid
booze.
55
John Houston Johnson
Washington, Pa.
J S2 :I
Wilson Medical Society.
A quiet mf11J and a bard s/lldm/.
William McDowell Johnston
- .. Red"
Canonsburg, Pa.
AII'll"
Academy, Forbe Anatomical League,
Hare Medical, Horwitz Surgical So-
cieties.
Says the day light hurts his e)'es.
John Henry Kinter
Chambersburg, Pa.
Forbes Anatomical League.
Especial()'fo7ld of Gil/sburg.
George Gustavus Knoll
phaade\phia, Pa.
rp.\"
Coplin Pathological Society.
Noted for givi7lg fatherly advice.
Jacob John Kocher, M. D.
San Jose, California
Graduate of Hahnemann Medical
College.
Came to Jdf to become a real
doctor.
Joseph Stanley Kowaleski
Shamokin, Pa.
Came to /IS from P. a1/d S., Balti-
more, i1t tillle to help 1//{Ike the Se1Iior
Smoker a " bowli1/g " success.
57
Adolph Krebs, M. D.
Pittsburg, Pa.
el/11 recite some weird tales of what
happens during the first years oj prac-
tiu-he's bem tbere.
Lester Earl Lacock
Washington, Pa.
Chapman Physiological Society, Pre-
sident Wilson Medical Society."
This is 1/ot the pittlire the reporter
stole for the" Blilletin."
Leonard Laufersweiler
Columbus, Ohio
Horwitz Surgical Society.
COllle to liS after three years at
Sttll-ling Medical College.
58
Harry Hunter Lott
Philadelphia, Pa.
A/xlIoys xlIil/illg to flssist those xliho
eflr/Jestry desire to rise, over the heflds
of their fellows.
George Stillman Loveren
Eureka, California
Wilon Medical Society.
A grifld-Olle of the fEfl; JpecilllenJ
111 captivity.
Aloysius F raneis Me erney
II Mac"
Philadelphia, Pa.
,I" ~. X
Forbes Anatomical League, Class Pre-
sentor.
Make! life lIIiJerable for Seedell-
burg.
59
Willard Moore Mason
Atlantic City, N.).
1t'1J
HaJ OphtllolmologicolaJpirotio1lJ.
Israel Wallace Mayerberg
Goldsboro, N. C.
Usually holds" Jacks or btlter."
Max Meitzner
Potsdam, Germany
I\' ~. .\'
Forbes Anatomical League, Coplin
Pathological, Davis Obstetrical, Wilson
Medical ocieties, ice President
Dercum eurological Society, Presi-
dent Research Society.
Max ham't discovered the other
societies.
60
Clarence Mavel Mercer
Eureka, California
f/J A ~'
Wilson Medical, Davis Obstetrical
Societies.
Thf four 0' clock 1//01J.
•
William Bellus Miller
Mt. Ayr, Iowa
Keen urgical, Dercum eurological
ocieties.
Henry August Morel
Belmont, Alsace, Germany
A ma11 of few words a11d a hard
studmt.
61
Charles Edward Moore
Moore's Springs, N. C.
Arp
Keen Surgical Society.
FuJs perfectly saft from harm,
whm with Watki11J.
Albert John Moorman
Dayton, Ohio
.r ~'.r A Q A
Forbes Anatomical League, Coplin
Pathological ociety, Editor-in-Chief
of Class Book.
John Moss, Ph. M.
Union City, Tenn.
Uses n loou-Ieaf ledger for
lIofes.
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•
Percy Daniel Moulton
Philadelphia, Pa.
!t'1J
Vice Pre idem Academy, Secretary
Wilson Medical, Vice President
Montgomery Gynecological Society,
n/so lund of n household.
Walter Stevenson Moyer
Seattle, Washinglon
A II" I,'
"Thirty po/mds of Urales hi twenty-
four hours."
Thomas Francis olan
"Tom"
Reynoldsville, Pa.
Chapman Physiological, Horwitz Sur-
gical Societies, Vice President Class,
first year.
Feds the added dignity of being a
senior.
Leonard Edward Norris
Providence, Rhode Island
f/JHII
Forbes Anatomical League, Secretary
Hare Medical Society.
EVl1I SOIOfllOl1 in all his glory, was
not arrayed like this.
•
Sidney Lessing Olsho
Philadelphia. Pa.
Jefferson Research Society, Member
lass Book Committee.
All indefatigr,ble zlIorker at anything
he takes IIp.
Arthur Le Van Page
"Little Page"
Oberlin. Pa.
ifJ A ~:
Davi Obstetrical, Dercum Neurologi-
cal and Secretary Chapman Physiologi-
cal ocieties. Associate Editor ofClass
Book.
"
•
Claude Weston Page
"Big Page"
Bradford, Pa.
Forbes Anatomical League, Dercum
eurological and Davis Obstetrical
Societies.
College bred is oftell a f01lr years'
loaf.
Fred Lyle Patterson
.. Pat"
Imperial, Pa.
(p P :.:
Secretary Forbes Anatomical League,
Treasurer Horwitz Surgical Society.
Business Manager of Class Book Com-
mittee.
SI/(/rn Kinter's fllldllesS for Gins-
burg, Roken C:f Co.
Milton Irving Pentecost
.. Penty"
Forest City, Pa.
Horwitz Surgical Society.
One of Fox's Proteges.
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•
George Floyd Phelps, Ph. G.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Forbes Anatomical League, Secretary
Keen Surgical Society.
Meek ond mild of f/I01l11e1·-h,' s
morried.
Charles Henry Poole
.. Charlie"
Ruffsdale, Pa.
<PHil
Hare Medical ociety.
" It pays to advertise."
Marion Henderson Powers
Thompson, W. Va.
Forbes Anatomic'll League, Wilson
Medical and Dercum eurological
Societies.
Has givell up all hope of the medical
studellt's Itltimate salvatiol/.
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,
Herbert Randles, Ph. G. M. D.
.. Spasmodic ..
White City, Kansas
Graduate of Medical Departlllellt of
KaltsaS Ulliversit.Y.
'The titles the Ulliversity did 1I0t
gioe!tim m'e O. N. 'T., C. O. D., P.
R. N., alld 7'. J. D.
William Raken
Brookline. Mass.
Aescul apius.
l' fie retailud my girlish laflghter,
thol/gh l' 'ile lost my girlish shape.
James Craig Reed
Huntington, Pa.
(/JIIII AQA
Forbes Anatomical League, President
Freshman Class, Editor-in-Chief "Jef-
fersonian" '06-'07, Class Orator.
"Well, tltere WflJ a mflll up ill our
tOZ~l1J. "
,
Rankin Reiff
Philadelphia. Pa.
II' (/J
Member of the Clapp-Lacock-Reiff
S)llldicate for tlte mflJticatioll flIld expec-
toratioll of" Polar Bear" Brfllid.
Francis St. Clair Reilly
Philadelphia, Pa.
'To be [Olll1l1e1lded for liiJ eanlnt
eff0rtJ to look proj"mioltal.
Samuel Le Roy Ridge
Langhorne, Pa.
(jJ P ::
Horwitz Surgical Society.
Still waten r1111 deep.
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•
Mansur Mustafa Rifat
Cairo, Egypt
Wilson Medical, Davis Db tetrical
Societies.
Ca1lle from far-oJ! EgJpt, a11d liaJ
made good at Jeff.
Robert Ralph Rinker
.• Bob"
Hellertown, Pa.
Davi Obstetrical Society.
A olle word descriptioll would be t/ze
first two sylillblcs of his !/Iltive tOWll.
Daniel Curley Ross
.. Curley"
Woodland, Pa.
~'(/J £
Coplin Pathological, Horwitz urgicaJ,
President Davis Obstetrical Societv.
/wl'pllrllbll' from Sc/zoll.
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Carlos Rozelle
Des Moines, la.
<[J A ~.
Horwitz Surgical, Dercum eurolog-
ical Societies.
Hils discovered thllt Wfl11fl1llllker's
b1iildhlg is II good subject for t/ze de-
mOllstl"lltiOll ofphysiclli sigNs.
Joseph William Russell
Renovo, Pa.
({J .1"
Wilson Medical Society.
Doem't tnke n qlliz ill Medicnl
J!,riJprllde1Jce; there is 1/Olle gitlell.
Bernard Samuels
.. Sammy"
New York, N. Y.
A II' iI'
Chapman Physiological Society, ec-
retary of Class.
The cOllrt stenogrnpher if the ClnJJ.
7 0
Charles T umer Sands
Philadelphia. Pa.
A H ./
Chapman Physiological ociety, Pre-
sident Dercum eurological, ecretary
Montgomery Gynecological Societies,
President of Class.
Belietles ill n sqllnre denl mid is the
1/I0st poplllnr /linn i1/ the dllJJ.
Henry athaniel Scholl
Green Lane, Pa.
~'1J H
Coplin Pathological, Horwitz urgical,
Vice President Davis Obstetrical Soci-
ety.
7be first hOliest fuctioll/or )'faTS, ill
the 8th ft'ard, was /arge~y due to the
fligi/IIIICf qf Scho/l I/TId Seabold.
William Franklin Seabold
Lestershire, N. Y.
Ptolemy, Keen urgical Societ~·.
Helped Scholl Imock out ba/lot-
stuifers. Jesse Peightal Seedenburg
"Peck ..
Altoona, Pa.
.r ~..r
Horwitz Surgical Society, Treasurer
Coplin Pathological ociety, Vice
President Hare Medical Society.
Safar-fla/fle /01' Foster, bllt 110
l:'Iar~lIiee ifaksolutf sectlrit_y was giflf1J
rllillt hilli.
William Binder Shick
Orwigsburg, Pa.!
~. r[J R ,I Q .1
Member Class Book Committee.
GOi7Jg-goillg-g07lt.
Edgar Blackburn Sloterbeck
Fayette City, Pa.
./ /I' /I' .1 Q .1
Forbes Anatomical League, Ptolemy.
Spmt lIis ClIristmns Ho/idn)'J i71
Pit/sburg n7ld dotH!' t like the cit)..
(Jeffersonian Item)
Clarence Daniel Smith, P. D.
.. Anemio"
Philadelphia, Pa.
Secretary Coplin Pathological Society.
COlifide7ltinl dispC7mr of No.6 rt'7ll-
edies to tbe studellts.
James Melvin Smith
Dunbar, Pa.
. / !2 ./
Gl/flrdiflfl-extrflo/'dil1lzry to Fisher
fI"d Powers.
Paul Ruskin Smith
Dover, Del.
~'(j) E
President Horwitz Surgical Society.
Much worried flbout Scholl's plI)'Sicfll
C?lIdit iOIl.
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Wilburn Hunter Smith,
Charlotte. Mich.
Keen urgical Society .
He alwfl)'S looks wise, fllld looks COII"t
fI greflt defll.
Arthur Bennett Spiegelglass
Brooklyn. N. Y.
Ca!l/e from Ulliz1ersity of PeJJ11s)'I-
vallia this year. -
'Tlris lIa;lIe wililre/p .1'011 /·eJlect.
Frank Marion Sprague. Ph. G.
Pocatello, Idaho
./ II" II"
Ptolemy Society, President Forbe
Anatomical League '04-'05, President
Keen Surgical Society '06-'07, Class
Hi torian.
Frielld of Lacock's.
Harry Stuckert
Warrington, Pa.
./ II" II"
Hare Medical ociety.
COlljdClltial adz1isor to C. D. Smith.
Edward Joseph Sweeney
Springfield, Mass.
(jI .1 5:
Hare Medical Society, President Chap-
man Physiological Society.
"I am tiel)' semitive boy, dOIl't Ii"rt
11Iy feelillgs.' ,
Lewis Robert Talley
Temple, Tex.
(jI p~'
Forbes Anatomical League, Keen Sur-
gical ociety.
There's 110 place like home.
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Harold Hunt Towler
Clarion, Pa.
~. (jI I,'
Horwitz Surgical Society, Dercum
eurological Society, Secretary Davi
Obstetrical ociety.
Heavy 1/Sel" of O. P. tobacco.
Harry Herbert Wanner
Reading, Pa.
Montgomery Gynecological Society.
Authorit,l' 011 Thyroid Extract-" if
f/sed oZIer a 10Ttg time it makes the skitl
loose. "
Henry Moss Wardle
"Smith ..
Fall River, Mass.
f/J .1 ~'
Davis Obstetrical Society, Dercum
eurological ociety.
YOf/Ttg i1l J'earJ but old iI/ experie1lce.
Fonso Butler Watkins
Rutherfordton, N. C.
A' f/J
Treasurer Academy.
Body-gf/ard to Moo/'e.
Edgar Kennard Wells
Pemberton, . J.
If)'011 smoke 0 cOrl/cob pipe )'OU dOlt't
l1eed fmy tobf/ao.
Paul Roop Wentz
"Andy"
Philadelphia, Pa.
Horwitz Surgical ociety.
Would moke RUHdl Soge look Me
f/ .rpmdthrijt.
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Lindsay Cochrane Whiteside
"Elsie ..
Philadelphia, Pa.
(jJ p~'
Coplin Pathological and Horwitz ur-
gical ocieties, Captain Track Team
'°7·
OUf of the 11I0St t:1tthlfIifutic me1ll-
bers of the Art Club.
Leon Clifford Wills
Jeffersonville, Pa.
tt Nllff sed."
Rex Wood
New London, Mo.
rp.\"
Keen urgical Society, Academy and
Ptolemy.
. Three years at University of Mich-
Igan.
Think twice before )'011. lpeok, thm
talk to yourself.
Mahlon Harold Yoder
Lititz, Pa.
rp .r
Davis Obstetrical Society.
Won fom/! iTI the Sophomore )'eor.
Frank Dieffenbach Zimmerman
.. Zim"
Newmantown, Pa.
Davis Obstetrical Society.
Slow of speech mId thought, but a
hard plugger.
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athan Blumberg
Philadelphia, Pa.
Aesculapius Society.
Thomas Spotnas Burwel1
North Carolina.
Jacob Feldman
Philadelphia, Pa.
Aesculapius ociety
Samuel Ginsburg
Philadelphia, Pa.
Aesculapiu Society.
Maurice Schwartz
Philadelphia, Pa.
Aesculapius ociety.
Jose Gouzalez
Porto Rico
Nicholas Thomas Glenn, Jr.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Benjamin Gross
ew York, . Y.
Charles Goldfeder
Philadelphia, Pa.
Albert Strickler
Philadelphia, Pa.
Aesculapius Society.
Malcolm Yohaman
ew York, N. Y.
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Samuel Jacob Israel
Philadelphia, Pa.
Joseph Poland
Philadelphia, Pa.
Aesculapius Society.
John Augustus Roddy
Philadelphia, Pa.
Samuel Lewis Rubinsohn
Philadelphia, Pa.
Aesculapius Society.
Benjamin Paul Weiss
Philadelphia, Pa.
Ae culapius ociety.
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~6e jTClternifiet1~
jOr if, «t",,,,,B- fAit .t"ud«,r
W&n S""~ f'~"yf I~ftltr
Alpha Omega Alpha
HONORARYFRATERNrrY
,hlll.5 Q<jd.zT, ,":'~ AJ.rll,ia~
(To be worthy to s<rve the suffering)
Established at P. and ., Chicago. Chartered by State of Illinois, J 902.
ROLL OF CHAPTERS
Alpha if J//inoiJ-College of Physicians and Surgeons, Chicago Btta if Pennsylva/lia-Univ. of Pennsylvania Medical School
Beta of J/linoiJ-Rush Medical College Alpha if MiJJOlIri-Washingron University Medical School
Gamma if J//illoiJ- orthwestern University Medical School Alpha if MaJ!a{/lfmttJ-Harvard University Medical School
Alpha if Ohio-Western Reserve University Medical School Alpha if Califor/lia-University of California Medical School
Alpha of PelJllJylvanil1-jefferson Medical College Alpha if Maryl/l1ld-Johns Hopkins University Medical School
Alpha if Ca/lada- niversity of Toronto Medical School
PENNSYLVANIA ALPHA
Chartered J903
HONORARY MEMBERS
William W. Keen, M. D., LL. D., F. R. C. S. (Hon.)
j. C. Wilson, M. D.
E. E. Montgomery, M. D., LL. D.
Edward P. Davis, M. D.
W. M. L. Coplin, M. D.
H. A. Hare, M. D.
F. X. Dercum, M. D.
j. W. Holland, M. D.
UNDERGRADUATE MEMBERS
E. B. Sloterbeck, Pruident
H. E. Diers, f/ice-PreJitlmt
j. C. Reed, Secretary
J. H. johnson, TrePJlirer
A. J. Moorman
S. L. Fisher
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F. Bushong
W. Chambers
J. M. Smith W. B. Shick
C. T. Sands
Alpha Omega Alpha


Nu Sigma Nu Fraternity
CHAPTER ROLL
A/phd-University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan
Betn -Detroit College of Medicine, Detroit, Michigan
Deltn-Western niversity of Pennsylvania, Pittsburg, Pennsyll'ania
EpIilon-University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Zetn-Northwestern University, Chicago, lllinois
Thetn-University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio
Iotn-College of Physicians and Surgeons, ew York City, ew York
Knppn-Rush Medical College, Chicago, Illinois
Lnmbdn-University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Mu-Syracuse University, Syracuse, ew York
Nu-University of Southern California, Los Angeles, California
Xi-University and Bellevue Hospital Medical College, ew York
Omicron-Albany Medical College, Albany, New York
Alphn Knppn Phi-Washington University, St. Louis, Missouri
Rho-Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Sigmn-Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio
Tnu-Cornell University, Ithaca and ew York, N. Y.
Phi-University of California, San Francisco, California
Chi-University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada
Pi Mu-University of Virginia, Richmond, Virginia
Beta Alphn-University of Maryland, Baltimore, Maryland
Beta Beta-Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland
1. C. I. - University of Buffalo, Buffalo, ew York
Betn Delta-University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa
Beln EpIilon-University of ebraska, Lincoln and Omaha
Delta EpIilon Iota (Betn Zela ) -Yale University, Medical Department, ew Haven, Connecticut
FOREIGN HEADQUARTERS
Vienna, Cafe Beethoven, University Strasse, Berlin, Alexandra Hotel, Mittelstrasse 16 and 17
A. P. Brubaker, M. D.
H. E. Radasch, M. D.
F. D. Patterson, M. D.
c. P. Clark, M. D.
E. V. Clark, M. D.
C. H. Harbaugh, M. D.
Nu Sigma Nu
RHO CHAPTER
Chartered ~900
FRATRES IN FACULTATE
T. C. Stellwagon, Jr., . D.
R. C. Rosenberger, M. D.
F. Hurst Maier, M. D.
FRATRES IN URBE
G. C. Kieffer, M. D.
G. W. Lincoln, M. D.
J. A. Topper, M. D.
J. D. Wilson, M. D.
C. H. Muschlitz, . D.
H. Dehoney, M. D.
T. W. Penrose, M. D.
E. G. Maier, M. D.
F. H. Dye, M. D.
FRATRES IN COLLEGIO
~907
A. F. M cNerney
M. Meitzner
~908
G. B. Foster, Jr.
G. O. Dayton
E. H. Funk W. C. Wood • D. F. Haagen
A. J. Moorman
J. P. eedenburg
J. F. touffer
M. E. Foster F. . Bakewell
1909
G. P. Pennington E. . Cockle
A. C. mith
H. B. Kern
C. W. McConihay
mo
. H. Rynkiewicz
H. L. Merscher
J. S. C. Fielden, Jr.
84-
J. R. Martin
W. C. Brady
A. Mairs
Nu Sigma Nu



Phi Alpha Sigma Fraternity
CHAPTER ROLL
Alpha-Bellevue University and Medical College, New York, New York.
Beta-U ni versity of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pen nsy lvania.
Gamma--Medical Department, Cornell University, New York, New York.
Delta -Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Epsilon-U niversity of Texas, Galveston, Texas.
Phi Alpha Sigma
DELTA CHAPTER ESTABLISHED J899
FACULTY MEMBERS
Hobart A. Hare, M. D. J. Leslie Davis, M. D. D. Braden Kyle, M. D.
Orville Horwitz, M. D. John C. Da Costa, Jr., M. D.
RESIDENT MEMBERS
J9JO
Sturgis Frankenberry
John W. Gilmore
William Krusen, M. D.
B. Franklin Royer, M. D.
John L. Harkness, M. D.
George Ferguson, M. D.
Herbert H. Cushing, . D.
William P. Davis, M. D.
Ross V. Patterson, M. D.
Charles R. Heed, M. D.
Edward J. Sweeney
Arthur L. Page
Wallace Chetwynd
Walter . Bortz
Charles H. Grimes
Edward T. B. Weidner
Leo F. Perrault
T. Victor Hammond
Stuart R. Maul
J. C. Miller
Stacy H. Rinehart
Vance A. Funk
Claude H. Mason
Penrose H. helly
ACTIVE MEMBERS
}907
J908
J909
88
Thomas G. Ashton, M. D.
D. Randall MacCarroll, M.D.
Harry T. Weber, M. D.
William J. Pabst, M. D.
mith H. Horne, M. D.
Clarence E. Apple, M. D.
Charles . G. Shannon, M. D.
Francis W. White, M. D.
Henry M. Wardle
Carlos C. Rozelle
Clarence M. M-ercer
Robert K. McConeghy
David W. Morgan
Arthur . Bugbee
Lewis O. Heiland
Ralph J. Gilger
J. William Hankins
George A. Crossman
Frank V. McConkey
Clement A. Fogerty
Warren B. Davis
George W. Ullom
Phi Alpha Sigma



Alpha Kappa Kappa
ROLL OF CHAPTERS
Alpha-Medical Department, Dartmouth College, Hanover, H.
Beta-College of Physicians and urgeons, an Francisco
Gaflll/la-Tutis Medical School, Boston, Mass.
Delta-Medical Department, University of Vermont, Burlington, Vt.
Epiilon-jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia, Pa.
Zeta-Long Island College Hospital Medical School, Brooklyn, . Y.
Eta-College Physicians and Surgeons, Chicago, JIl.
'Theta-Maine Medical chool, Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Maine
loto-Medical Department, University of yracuse, Syracuse, N. Y.
Kappa-Milwaukee Medical College, Milwaukee, Wis.
Lambda-Medical Department, Cornell niversity, ew York City
Mu-Medical Department, Univer ity of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.
Nit-Rush Medical College, Chicago, Ill.
Xi-Medical Department, orthwestern University, Chicago, lli.
Ol1li'rolJ-Miami Medical College, Cincinnatti, Ohio
Pi-Ohio Medical University, Columbus, Ohio
Rlro-Denver and Gross Medical College, Denver, Colo.
Sigma-Medical Department, University of California, San Francisco
'Talt-University of South, Sewanee, Tenn.
Vpii/on-Medical Department, University of Oregon, Portland, Oregon
Phi-Medical Department, niversity of ashville, ashville, Tenn.
Chi-Medical Department, Vanderbilt University, ashville, Tenn.
Pii-Medical Department. University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn.
Ofllega-Medical Department, Unil'ersity of Tennessee, Nashville, Tenn.
A/plra Beta-Medical Department, Tulane University, New Orleans, La.
Alplra Camma-Medical Department, University of Georgia, Augusta, Ga.
Alpha Delta-Medical Department, McGill University, Montreal, P. Q.
Alplra Epii/on-Medical Department, University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada
Alplra Zeta-Medical Department, George Washington University, Washington, D. C.
A/pha Eta-Yale Medical School, ew Haven, Conn.
Alpha Theta-Medical Department, University of Texas, Galveston, Texas
Alpha Iota-University of Michigan, Department of Medicine and urgery, Ann Arbor, Mich.
A/pba Kappa-University College of Medicine, Richmond, Va.
E. Q. Thornton, M. D.
A. Hewson, M. D.
W. W. Keen, M. D., L. L. D.,
F. R. C. . (Hon.)
George McClellan, M. D.
Hiram P. Loux, M. D.
P. Brooke Bland, M. D.
John H. Gibbon, M. D.
ir Lauder Brunton, M. D.,
D. c., L. L. D., F. R. C. P.,
F. R. S., etc.
Dr. Oscar Liebrick, Prof. Ordi-
nances, D. C. L. Axon.
Alpha Kappa Kappa Fraternity
EPSILON CHAPTER
HONORARY MEMBERS
M. H. Bockroch, M. D.
S. MacCuen Smith, M. D.
Clarence Archibald Veasey, M. D.
Edwin . Graham, M. D.
Frederick John Kalteyer, M.D.
J. Torrance Rugh, M. D.
tricker Coles, M. D.
F. M. Cleveland, M. D.
Joseph S. eft~ M. D.
L. H. Prince, M. D.
W. B. Eaton, M. D.
Francis T. tewart, M. D.
James c. Wilson, M. D.
James W. Holland, M. D.
W m. Joseph Hearn, M. D.
E. P. Davis, M. D.
H. Augustus V\ ilson, . D.
Francis X. Dercum, M. D.
Wm. M. weet, M. D.
John Chalmers Da Costa,M .D.
Joseph Coles Brick, M. D.
W. M. L. Coplin, M. D.
J. M. Fisher, M. D.
G. W. Spencer, M. D.
Fay W. Tinker
Benj. M. Watkins
Frank M. prague
Harry tuckert
Edwin W. Morse
Floyd L. Burks
Frank M. Pheifer
Edward R. Lescher
ACTIVE MEMBERS
J907
Bernard amuels
Edgar B. loterbeck
J908
Cheney M. Stimson
Paul Radcliffe Wakins
James G. La Gasa
Wm. B. Hare
J909
Arthur B. Laudry James A. 1ahoney
J. Jay Lescher L. L. Porch
Hubert J. Goodrich
William . Johnston
Henry C. Lacy
Carlyle K. McMurdy
Carl H. Metzger
Chas. F. Seaton
William S. Carter
Peter E. Fagan
William C. Craig
G. Warren Eastman
Carroll R. Baker
Albert E. Belisle
James S. Fritch
Adam S. Kepple
. Wm. D. Barry
Carl G. Brown
ASSOCIATE MEMBE RS
George W. Gibson, Gamma Walter S. Moyer, Beta
Alpha Kappa Kappa



Phi Beta Pi Fraternity
CHAPTER ROLL
Alplta-Western University of Pennsylvania
Beta- niversity of Michigan
Delta-Rush Medical College, Chicago, Illinois
Epsilon-McGill niversity, ontreal, Quebec
Zeta-Baltimore College Physicians and urgeons
Eta-JefFerson Medical College, Philadelphia, Pa.
T/zeta- orthwestern University
Iota- niversity of Illinois
Kappa- Detroit College of Medicine
Lambda-St. Louis University
Mu-Washington niversity
u- niversity Medical College, Kansas City, o.
Xi- niversity of Minnesota
Omicron-Purdue niversity
Pi- niversity of Iowa
Rh?-Vanderbilt niversity ashville, Tenn.
Sitma-U niversity of Alabama
Tau- niversity of Missouri
Upsilon-Cleveland College Physicians and urgeons
Phi-University College of Medicine, Richmond, Va.
Chi-Georgetown niversity, \Vashington, D. C.
PJ"i-John A. Creighton, Medical College, Omaha
Omega-Tulane Medical College, New Orlean
95
Phi Beta Pi Fraternity
ETA CHAPTER. FOUNDED .902
HONORARY MEMBERS
Charles tewart Barnes, M. D. L. F. Appelman, M. D.
Edwin Russell Kennedy, M. D. Wayne L. nyder, . D.
Albert B. Craig, M. D.:::
*Decea ed
Arthur Dare, M. D.
W. J. Roe, . D.
/'
I William Chambers
Harry E. Diers
Leonard E.
John W. Holmes
John F. Evens
P. Jenks haffer
M. H. Kudlich
J. Harold Hagy
ACTIVE MEMBERS
1907
J. Craig Reed
Charles H. Poole
orns
1908
P. A. McCarthy
Henry B. Orton
Walter F. Pine
1909
John Fooks, Jr.
George A. Parker
19lO
Frank L. Benson
Edward L. Fortier
E. Wallace Hamilton
Archie E. Hewitt
Henry P. Dengler
John B. Langhrey
Fred Wohlwend
Wilmer C. Driebelbis
J. Edward McDowell
Phi Beta Pi



Phi Rho Sigma I
CHAPTER ROLL
Alpha- orthwestern University, Chicago, Illinois
Beta-U niversity of Illinois, Chicago, Illinois
Gamma-Rush edical College, in affiliation with the niver ity ot Chicago, Chicago, Illinois
Delta-U niversity of outhern California, Los Angeles, California
Epsilon-Detroit Medical College, Detroit, Michigan
Zeta-U niversity of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan
Eta-Creighton Medical College, Omaha, ebraska
Theta-Hamline U nivers!ty, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Iota Alplta-University of ebraska, Omaha, ebraska
Iota Beta- University of ebraska, Lincoln, ebraska
Kappa-Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio
Lambda-Medico-Chirurgical College, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Mu- niversity of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa
u-Harvard University, Boston, Massachusetts
Xi-Johns Hopkins niversity, Baltimore, Maryland
Omicron- Wisconsin College of Physicians and urgeons, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Pi-School of Medicine of Purdue University, Indianapolis, Indiana
Rho-] efferson Medical College, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Sigma- University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia
Tau- niversity of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Upsilon- niversity College of Medicine, Richmond, Virginia
Phi- University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Skull and Sceptre-Yale, ew Haven, Connecticut
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L. R. Talley
L. C. Whiteside
C. C. Leydic
A. H. Bauscher
Phi Rho Sigma
MEMBERS
J907
H. A. ryeS
S. L. Ridge
J908
B. J. Reaser
J. A. tevens
v.. McGuire
F. L. Patterson
J. Feild
T. E. Murray
T. H. Russell
C. H. Turner
G. F. Lull
G. 1.. chneider
J909
E. L. McCandless
mo
A. Klein
R. A. ly
100
J. C. Fulmer
W. J. H.ouse
J. E. Quigley
Phi Rho Sigma


._-
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Delta Beta Chapter
CHAPTER ROLL
Alpha-Richmond College, Richmond, Virginia
Gamma Beta-University of West Virginia, Morgantown, West Virginia
Delta Beta-Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Delta Gamma-Western University, of Pennsylvania, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania
Delta Delta-University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Beta Alpha- niversity of 1Ilinois, Chicago, Illinois
Epsilon A lpha- niversity of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado
Delta-William and Mary College, Williamsburg, Virginia
Theta Alpha-Ohio orthern University, Ada, Ohio
Theta Beta-Wittenberg College, Springfield, Ohio
Eta Beta- orth Carolina A. & M. College, W. Raleigh, orth Carolina
Iota Alpha- Purdue University, La Fayette, Indiana
Kappa Alpha-Syracuse University, Syracuse, ew York
Epsilon-Washington and Lee University, Lexington, Virginia
Zeta-Randolph and Macon College, Lynchburg, Virginia
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Sigma Phi Epsilon
HONORARY MEMBERS
Howard F. Hansell, M. D.
J. C. Knipe, M. D.
M. A. aylor
G. A. Ulrich, M. D.
H. D. Fraser, M. D.
H. H. Towler
V. E. Bonelli
W. B. Shick
A. S. Jones
L. E. McKee
G. . Hensyl
R. E. Powell
C. B. Forcey
R. Falk
LIST OF MEMBERS
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D. C. Ross
P. R. Smith
1908
W. H. Hinkel
N. C. Baker
1909
C. C. Turner
R. G. Furlong
J9JO
H. B. Wood
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H. N. Scholl
P. J. Brice
C. Weiland, Jr.
H. L. H. Dick
c. S. Gracey
Vol. E. Allen
R. L. Jones
Sigma Phi Epsilcn



Phi Chi
ROLL OF CHAPTERS
Alpha-Medical Department of niversity of Vermont, Burlington, Vt.
Alpha Alj>ha-Louisville Medical College, Louisville, Ky.
Bet/I-Kentucky School of Medicine, Louisville, Ky.
Beta Btta-Baltimore Medical College, Baltimore, Maryland.
Gamma·-Medical Department of niversity of Louisville, Louisville, Ky.
Ga1l//fla Gamma-Medical College of Maine, at Bowdoin College, Brunswick,
Maine.
Delta-Hospital College of Medicine, Louisville, Kentucky.
Delta Delta-Baltimore College of Physicians and urgeons, Baltimore, Md.
Epliloll-Medical Department Kentucky University, Louisville.
'Theta - niversity College of Medicine, Richmond, irginia.
'Thetn Tlutn-Maryland Medical College, Baltimore, Maryland.
Etn-Medical College of Virginia, Richmond, Virginia.
Omicron-Medical Department of Tulane University, ew Orleans, La.
Mu-"v1edical College of Indiana, Indianapolis, 1ndiana.
Nu-Birmingham Medical College, Birmingham, Alabama.
Zetn-Medical Department of niversity of Texas, Galveston, Texas.
Chi-Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Phi-"v1edical Department George Washington niversity, Washington, D. C.
10tn- Medical Department University of Alabama, Mobile.
Lambda-Western Pennsylvania Medical College (Medical Department
Western University of Pennsylvania, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania.
Sigmn-Atlanta College of Physicians and urgeons, Atlanta, Ga.
Pi-Medical Department Vanderbilt niversity, ashville, Tenn.
Sigma Theta-Medical Department niversity of orth Carolina, Chapel
Hill, . C.
Rho-Chicago niversity.
'Tau-University of South Carolina, Charleston, S. C.
Pli- niversity of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Knppa Alj>hn Kt,ppa-Georgetown niversity, Washington, D. C.
Bmjnmifl W. Dudley Alumni Chapter-Louisville, Ky.
Ricll1l1ol/d Alu1111/i Chnpter-Richmond, Va.
Alphn 'Thetn-Ohio Wesleyan, Cleveland, Ohio.
Sigma Mu Chi-Chattanooga Medical College.
Pi Sigma-University of Maryland, Baltimore, Md.
Sigma Mu Chi-Alumni Association, Chattanooga, Tenn.
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Wendell Reber, M. D.
Collin Foulkrod, M. D.
R. L. Jett
Rex Wood
E. L. Brinson
C. A. Luhr
J. P. Marshall
E. A.
E. Z. Ruth
H. B. Schaeffer
L. W. 'Williams
J. R. McCord
C. H.Johnson
loore
Phi Chi Fraternity
CHI CHAPTER
ASSOCIATE MEMBERS
A. A. Sargent, M. D.
G. E. Price, M. D.
T. J. Buchanan, M. D.
t907
J. W. Russell
F. M. Henzel
M. H. Yoder
J908
Harry Zeck
W. D. Griesemer
R. C. Kirkwood
J909
E. J. Dray
T. J. Murray
R. J. Frodey
W. D. Herbert
R. M. Eslinger
J910
E. S. Stambaugh
loR
•
c. W. LeFevre,M. D'
E. L. Klopp, M. D'
M. A. Burns
G. G. Knoll
J. B. Howe
G. E. Krout
H. J. Baldwin
1. A. Bednarkiewicz
K. W. Smith
C. F. Mackel
T. G. Thompson
Phi Chi
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Kappa Phi Fraternity
CHAPTER ROLL
Alpha-U niversity of Pennsylvania
Beta-Jefferson Medical College
Delta-North Carolina Medical College
III
Kappa Phi Fraternity
Percy D. Moulton
Charles E. Moore
F. B. Watkins
Rankin . Reiff
G. Bachman
Henry G. Cooke
Arthus J. Davidson
George H. Clapp
HONORARY MEMBERS
Alfred Gordon, M. D. Alfred Heineberg, M. D.
ACTIVE MEMBERS
Moderator-O , aid W. Hacker Secretan-Francis M. hilling
Vice Moderator-George H. Clapp Treasurer-Arthur J. Davidson
J907
o wald W. Hacker
John . Hood
Fred C. Hyatt
Willard M. Mason
William F. Donnelly
Harold L. Ross
Francis M. chilling
J908
vV. Howard Ister
Alfred J. Buka
Richard E. Timberlake
Everett B. Chaney
J909
'vYilbur H. Iinford
Jame v,. Reid
eorge L. 'Villiams
Leon S. Sica Charles L. Dries
C. Frank Edmon on
Daniel E. Berney
19JO
Alvin E. iegel
. Lincoln Ernst
Alfred L. Rhoads
J. Trout Herr
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Kappa Phi
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PTOLEMY SOCIETY
HGNORAkY MEMBERS
H. . Righter, . D. _ . A. argent, . D.
1. D. H. R. Loux, . D. R. MacCarroll, . D.
Justus inexson, M. D. W. J. Roe, M. D.
E. Q. Thornton, 1. D. Wm. M. weet, . D.
W. P. Hearn, . D. C. S. Hirsch, M. D.
tewart, M. D. Geo. J. Canan, M. D.
H. A. Hare, . D.
J. Chalmers Da Costa,
W. J. Hearn, . D.
W. M. L. Coplin, M. D.
C. . Barnes, M. D.
H.M.
..F. 1. Sprague
J. B. Howe
Rex Wood
ACTIVE MEMBERS
!907
E. B. Sloterbeck .
D. W. Mac air
W. F. eabold
G. D. Bliss
J. Mossop Comely
L. O. Heiland
H. L. Ransom
Oscar L. Zelle
!908
R. F. James Otto M. Rott
Floyd L. R. Burks John A. tevens
W. Howard Eister
!909
Waldo Richardson
. H. Craig
!9W
John P. Emich Wm. H. elson
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Ptolemy Society
President-W. . Johnston, B.
Secretary-B. J. Reaser, A. B.
Academy
J. Chalmers Da Costa, A. B., M. D.-Honorary President
HONORARY MEMBERS
Martin B. Tinker, B. ., M. D.
Edward P. Davis, A. M., M. D.
James \V. Holland, A. M., . D.
OFFICERS
Vice President- P. D: ou]ton, A. B.
Treasurer-.F. B. Watkins, Ph. B.
B. B. Cox, A. B.
H. A. Ives, B. .
W. M. Johnston, B.
. J. Buka, B. .
W. J. Carrington, A. B.
W. . Johnson, A. B:
P. B. Ledbetter, Ph. B.
R. W. Lenker, B. .
J. A. Betts, A. B.
J. Alexander, A. B.
H. E. Happel, A. B.
D. C. Montgomery, A. B.
J907
J908
J9JO
118
P. D. Moulton, A. B.
F. B. Watkins, Ph. B.
Rex Wood, A. B.
C. K. McMurdy, . B.
. A. 1oore, . B.
B. J. Reaser, A. B.
Geo. T. Ritter, Ph. B.
T. D. Kitchin, A. B.
c. . Gracy, A. B.
A. L. Rhoads, A. B.
P. H. Shelley, B. .
E. A. iegel, A. B.
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w. W. Keen Surgical Society
W. W. Keen-Honorary President
HONORARY MEMBERS
W. W. Keen, M. D. :,: W. S. Forbes, M. D.
W. M. L. Coplin, M. D. H. A. Hare, M. D.
Orville Horwitz, M. D. :'T H. Brinton, M. D.
]. Chalmers Da Costa, M. D. H. A. Wilson, M. D.
M. E. Ashton, M. D. J. S. Miller, M. D.
*Deceased
President-Frank M. Sprague
Secretary-George F. Phelps
. Vice President-Thomas E. Murray
Treasurer-Louis C. Heiland
uma D. Bitting
Edward L. Brinson
William C. Craig
George B. Foster, J r.
George W. Gibson
f90T
Jesse B. Howe
Frederick C. Hyatt
William B. Miller
Charles E. Moore
George F. Phelps,
William F. eabold
Wilburn B. Smith
Frank M. Sprague
Lewis R. Talley
Rex Wood
f908
George W. Barnett Edward F. Hemminger
Albert E. Belisle William R. Kelley
John Berry Louis H. Kice
William H. Brady Clair B. Kirk
Wellington D. Griesemer George E. Krout
Louis C. Heiland Arthur D. Kurtz
Earl C. Sherrick '
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Thomas E. Murray
Frank J. Pherson
James W. Reid
George A. Ricketts
Marshall C. Rumbaugh
Deshler F. Sells
Harry W. Zeck
W. W. Keen Surgical Society
•
.,
J. C. Wilson Medical Society
Honorary President-J. C. Wilson, . D.
OFFICERS
President-L. . Lacock
Secretary-Po D. Moulton
M. A. Burns
G. H. Clapp
. L. Fisher
T. Gillespy
O. W. Hacker
A. H. Bauscher
W. J. Carrington
H. P. Dengler
W. H. Eister
E. H. Funk
F. V. McConkey
J907
J. E. Hobgood
H. G. Cooke
J.. Hood
J. H. Johnson
G. . Loveren
J908
W. H. Herriott
H. L. Hull
R. C. Kirkwood
C. K. 1cMurdy
J. tevens
J909
H. W. Richardson
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f/ice President-R. L. Jett
Treasurer-G. Bachman
M. Meitzner
C. M. Mercer
M. H. Powers
M. M. Rifat
J. W. Russell
R. D. wab
T. H. Russell
G. L. Williams
H. W. Woodside
M. B. chramm
A. A. Robinson
J. C. Wilson Medical Society
H. A. Hare Medical Society
Prof. H. A. Hare-Honorary President
Pesident-A. E. Hewitt
Secretar)'-L. E. oms
Vice-President-J. P. Seedenburg
Treasurer-G. O. Dayton
A. E. Hewitt
J. P. Seedenburg
L. E. oms
G. O. Dayton
E. R. Lascher
E. T. Weidner
F. W. Shaffer
J. W. Holmes
R. K. McConeghy
J. F. Evens
H. C. Lacy
J907
G. W. Eastman
H. Stuckert
C. H. Poole
W. Chetwynd
J908
P. A. McCarthy
H. P. Dengler
A. E. Belisle
F. M. Phifer
C. H. Grimes
A. S. Bugbee
W. M. Johnston
E. S. Fortier
E. J. Sweeney
W. C. Craig
S. R. Maul
H. B. Orton
L. T. Penault
J. B. Loughery
C. K. McMurdy
W. H. Minford
A. C. Luhr
P. J. Shaffer
M. Kudlich
J909
V. Funk C. Butcher
W. C. Dreibelbies H. H. Walker
J. Fooks, Jr. F. Wohlwend
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H. A. Hare Medical Society
E. P. Davis Obstetrical Society
E. P. Davis, M. D., Honorary President.
OFFICERS
President-D. Curley Ross
Vice President-H. . Sc~oll
Secretary-H. H. Towler
Treasurer-W. H. Herriott
J. C. Bright
Wallace Chetwynd
J. W. Eastman
E. H. Eulner
Ralph Falk
Henry Wardle M. H. Yoder
MEMBERS
!907
Julian Feild
C. M.· M ero'r
A. L. Page
C. W. Page
M. M. Rifat
F. D. Zimmerman
R. R. Rinker
D. C. Ross
H. N. Scholl
P. R. Smith
H. H. Towler
Max Meitzner
A. H. Bansher
A. E. Belisle
A. C. Luhr
H. J. Huber
!908
Ross Brown
Thad. Brown
J. P. Marshall H. Merrell
!909
R. T. Wall
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Rafall Fernandez
W. H. Herriott
F. M. Phifer
T. Thompson
E. P. Davis Obstetrical Society
Orville Horwitz Surgical Society
Orville Horwitz,
President-Po R. mith
Suretary-H. J. Goodrich
. D.-Honorary President
J/ice-President-L. C. hiteside
Treasurer-F. L. Patterson
Hiram R. Loux, M. D.
B. Franklin Royer, M. D.
D. C. Ross
P. R. Wentz
G. T. Fox
Jas. J. Hoban
T. F. olan
Archie Hewitt
,.
W. J. Carrington
D. F. ells
T. H. Russel
VY. J. cGuire
H. L. Ransom
HONORARY MEMBERS
Chas. H. Hunsicker, M. D.
J. L. Borsch, M. D. .
A. H. Lippincott, M. D.
,
1907
H. . choll
P. J. Brice
L. F. Laufersweiler
Carlos C. Rozelle
J. J. Crawford
H. H. Towler
1908
C. H. etzger
W. H. Hinkle
. C. Baker
. Weiland
. . Kepple
I z8
Thos. C. Stellwagon, Jr., M.D.
Henry Tucker, M. D.
M. 1. Penteco t
Julian Feild
W. M. Johnston
. L. Ridge
J. P. Seedenburg
E. L. Hughes
Lenox Dick
Budd J. Reaser
R. K. c onaghy
W. B. Hare
Orville Horwitz Surgical Society
E. E. Montgomery Gynecological Society
1906-1907
Honorary President-Eo E. Montgomery, . D.
HONORARY MEMBERS
. Fisher, M. D.J.
Wilber Krusen, M. D.
F. C. Hammond, M. D.
F. H. Maier, M. D.
John Joseph Stanton, M. D.
President-R. L. Jett
Secretary-Co T. ands
R. L. Jett
J. S. Hood
A. J. Davidson
J. FaJJon
J. W. Hirst, M. D.
C. . Barnes, M. D.
P. B. Bland, M. D.
A. Heineberg, M. D.
Pice Pres.-P. D. Moulton
Treasurer-J. S. Hood
J907
C. W. Page
J. J. Crawford
H. H. Wanner
D. W. Mac aIr
P. D. Moulton
C. T. ands
J. T. Moss
. A. Moore .
T. A. Fortescue
J908
G. Williams L. C. Calvert
A. C. Luhr
T. L. Bowling
J909
G. O. Thompson L. W. Williams
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E. E. Montgomery Gynecological Society
F. X. Dercum Neurological Society
J906-J907
w. J. Dugan, M. D.
G. H. Nofer, M. D.
Francis X. Dercurn, President ex-Officio
HONORARY MEMBERS
Geo. E. Price, M. D.Alfred Gordon, M. D.
Edw. A. pitzka, M. D.
OFFICERS
President-Charles Turner ands
f/ice Pres.-Max Meitzner
Rec. Secretary-Ralph Falk
Carr. Secretary-E. H. Funk
Treasurer-A. J. Davidson
C. T. Sands
J. A. Roddy
A. J. Davidson
H. G. Cooke
O. W. Hacker
T. V. Hammond, Jr.
F. M. chramm
J907
H. Wardle
A. L. Page
M. Meitzner
S. L. Fisher
M. H. Powers
W. B. Miller
J908
E. H. Funk
W. C. Wood
E. T. B. Weidener
J909
G. A. Hopp
c. C. Rozelle
R. Falk
H. H. Towler
J. Fallon
C. W. Page
F. M. SchiJling
C. C. A. Banes
'F
F. X. Dercum Neurological Society
G. T. Faris
E. L. McCandless
C. B. ack
F. cConkey
E. H. Funk
O. L. Zelle
R. C. Kirkwood
A.. Kepple
W. D. Griesemer
F. M. Phifer
. HensylG.
mo
J. A. Maloney
w. M. L. Coplin Pathological Society
OFFICERS
W. . L. Coplin, M. D.-Honorar). President
W. H. heehan-President G. Bisco--Vice President
H. J. Baldwin-Secretary C. C. Turner--Treasurer
MEMBERS
J908
H. C. Lacy
A. C. Luhr
E. W. Morse
F. Burks
J. StoufFer
W. H. Minford
H. E. Keely
J909
R. G. Furlong
J. J. Lescher
C. F. ackel
L. \ . Williams
J. W. Holmes
J. P. Marshall
J. A. La Gasa
W. B. Hare
C. A. Phelan
. R. Lescher
W. D. Herbert
C. F. Costenbader
P. J. haffer
J. R. cCord
H. Quigley J. O'Keefe
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W. M. L. Coplin Pathological Society
w. S. Forbes Anatomical League
President-Co H. Turner
Vice President-C. B. Mack
OFFICERS
Treasurer-E. Z. Ruth
Secretary-G. F. Lull
J909
C. H. Turner
C. B. Mack
E. Z. Ruth
G. F. Lull
J. A. Maloney
F. S. McConkey
W. S. Carter
G. E. James
J. Lescher
J. H. Hagy
W. C. Brady
J. A. Carney
W. B. Davis
J. W. Gilmore
W. L.Jackson
V. A. Funk
H. B. Schaffer
H. J. Huber
C. A. Bicking
G. H. Robinson - ..
P. E. Fagen
G. S. Hensyl
G. A. Hopp
C. F. Costenbader
J9JO
S. W. Fot
W. S. Lucas
S. Frankenberry
J. E. McDowell
E. T. Quinn
R. L. Shinabery
D. C. Montgomery
W. E. Kramer
J. C. Fulmer
D. H. B. Ulmer
C. G. Brown
A. B. Landry
J. C. Miller
R. T. Wall
S. H. Rhinehardt
W. H. Potter
G. S. Schoyer
J. S. C. Fielden
T. L. Benson
P. W. Barrett
H. E. Happel
W. S. Forbes Anatomical League
Jefferson Research Society
l':106-l907
Honorary President-Prof. W. . L. Coplin
Randle C. Rosenberger, M. D.
Aller G. Ellis, M. D.
HONORARY MEMBERS
H. E. adasch, M. D.
Frank R. Widdowson, M. D.
OFFICERS
Louis J. pivak, M. D.
Clark Evans, M. D.
President-Max Meitzner, '07
Secretary-Geo. . Hopp, '09
MEMBERS
idney L. Olsho, '07 . Max Meitzner, '07
Elmer H. Funk, '08
Earl C. Sherrick, '08 Geo. T. Faris, '09
David H. Ulmer, '09
13 8
Vice President-Edw. T. Weidner, '08
Treasurer-Elmer H. Funk, '08
Edw. T. Weidner, '08
Howard L. Hull, '08
ath'l H. Koplin, '09
Geo. A. Hopp, '09
Jefferson Research Society
H. E. Diers
R. K. McConaghy
Jefferson"ian Board
D. H. B. Ulmer
L. O. Heiland J. c. Reed E. T. B. Weidner
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Jefferson Medical College Foot Ball T earn
SEASON OF 1906
c. C. RozelJe
V. E. Bonelli
A. potanski
C. H. Minford
L. \ \ . Williams
C. F. Edmondson
Right Tackle
Right Tackle
Right nd
Right End
Quarter
Qparter
Right Half Back
Right Half Back
Left Half Back
H. E. Diers, Manager
R. K. cConaghy, Assistant Manager
J. 1. Corn ely, Captain
PERSONNEL OF THE TEAM
E. '-. tam baugh
J. W. Gilmore
J. . C. Fielden
G. 1.. chneider
F. P. Simpson
D. W. Morgan
J. C. Miller
L. H. Kice
H. P. Dengler
Full Back
Left nd
Left End
Left Tackle
Left Tackle
Left Guard
Left Guard
Center
Center
Right Guard
C. K. McMurdy
COACH
George Johnson
SUBSTITUTES
F. M. chram
. L. Fisher
P. E. Fagan
SCHEDULE OF GAMES
October 13-Pennsylvania Military College, 0-0
October 20-Muhlenberg College, Allentown, 6-5
October 27-Williams School, 6-5
ovember 3-Franklin A. A. Frankford, 0-6
ovember I o-Holmesburg Club. Holmesburg, I 1-0
ovember 17 - Franklin & Marshall College, Lancaster, 6-5
ovember 18 -Medico-Chirurgical. Philadelphia, 11-0
A. . Bugbee
C. eay
J. M. Cornely
H. H. Lott
W. . Raken
E. J. weeney
\V. H. Hinkle
L. R. McCandless
C. H. Mason
A. E. Hewitt
G. H. Clapp
J. J. McMillan
Jefferson Medical College Foot Ball Team-1906
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Class Day Exercises
F. Bushong
i. H. Powers
C. D. Smith
J. M. mith
.,
Class Day Committees
COMMITTEE ON ARRANGEMENTS
C. H. Poole
COMMITTEE ON INVITATIONS
H. G. Cooke
COMMITTEE ON SEATING
J. H. Johnson
COMMITTEE ON CAPS AND GOWNS
F. D. Zimmerman
B. B. Cox
T. F. olan
M. 1. Pentecost
M. Meitzner
CHARLES T. SANDS.
PRESIDENTtS ADDRESS
" ~ ~ ~ c ~ c '~ URI G the past four years our class has been on a personally conducted tour
~~I~}l through ~ rich do~ain. We have been under. the leadership and watchful eyesr!,~r!, D }l ~ of experienced gUIdes, who have led us by devIOus pathways and shown us many~ ~ ~~ wonderful things. As we have travelled on we have dropped a guide here and~ r!, ~ f,fl there, only to take another in his place.r!,ffi;5~~~ I t has been a motley procession, for while we have all gone over the same7.,~~~ ground we have not all travelled it in the same way. A goodly number chose to
travel by the luxurious" Pullman's" of the special quiz courses-a few preferred
the slow-moving but sure "prairie schooners," and read lengthy treatises-some trotted along pony
back-while others of us limped along on crutches. Here and there one of our guides would form
such an attachment for some member ot our party that he refused to be
discharged at the end of his stathmos, but insisted on taking our favored
brother all over the course a second time in order to show him some
details he had overlooked the first time he had journeyed that way. A
few who started out with us fell a little behind the main body and got lost
in the woods, and had to wait for the rescue party bearing the banner of
"19°8" to find them and bring them on. For two of our number came an
imperative call-the gates of another world swung open and they were taken
from our company, while we-blinded by that double glimpse of what lay
beyond-were left to travel on with saddened, questioning hearts.
ow we have reached the borders of the" ever- ever Country"
where the blazed trail ends and where we must bid farewell to our guides,
each of us to find his way as best he can. Our mental impedimenta is all
packed-.our guides have done that for us; and before tightening up the
cinches and settling our elves in our saddles, it is permitted us to pause
for a moment and look back over the road we have travelJed.
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We feel that nothing could be more fitting than to have with us to share in our retrospection
those who have watched our progress day by day with loving hearts and friendly sympathy. Our
mothers-whose most anxious hours, most loving care, most willing sacrifices and most fervent
prayers were on our behalf. Our fathers-who with ever ready hands smoothed our way before us,
by whose wise counsel the dangers of our journey were avoided, by whose voices we were encouraged
and by whose example we were inspired. Our brothers and sisters-our friends of childhood, of boy-
hood, of young manhood-who have entered so fully into our lives-sharing alike its clouds and its
sunshine, its successes and its failures-until the tie which binds our lives to yours has become fast and
inseparable-we welcome your presence here to-day as 0t:e more token of your interest in us.
Our sweethearts-indeed our day would not be complete without your presence. How often
have we found your faces looking into ours from the pages of our medical cc Baedeckers" and your siren
voices lured our attention from the words of wisdom in the lecture room, while our lagging thoughts
rekindled to follow the will-o'-the-wisp of our fancies. We have a special salutation for you, but deem
it more proper to extend it to you at a more convenient season and in private.
Our honored teachers-our greeting to you must be shadowed by an approaching farewell-we
came to you as strangers, and were received as friends-you have given us freely of your knowledge, of
your enthusiasm, of your skill and experience. We have been led by you along the mountain tops and
have held ever before us those high ideals of goodness, gentleness, generosity, self-sacrifice and earnest-
ness of purpose upon which you have founded your success in life. nd as the hours of our association
as teacher and student draw to an end, we feel that we can show our gratitude to yOll in no better way
than by shaping our lives and the practice of our profession, so nearly as we can to the standards you
have set before us.
Fellow class-mates-it seems but a little while ago that we looked into each other's faces for the
fir t time-drawn together from widely separated homes by a community of interest. The majority of
us have been together throughout our professional course-our personalities have acted and reacted
upon each other, and each one of us bears away with him some imprint of the whole. We have been
partakers together of a grelt privilege, our hopes, fears, trials, aspirations and successes have been
identical, and out of it all have grown friendships, which will shed their kindly light along our pathway
until lost in the splendor of eternity. To us has been committed a great trust, and a knowledge of our
common responsibility is one more bond which unites us one with another, and the conscientious and
unswerving endeavor to rightly discharge our duties to our fellow men, will win for us a common and
rich reward, not wealth, not fame, position or perishable laurel; but the sincere gratitude of human
hearts and at the end those priceless words of commendation: "Well done, thou good and faithful
servan t."
CHARLES TURNER AD.
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HISTORY
FIRST YEAR
=-"""'-\,£9 ACK in the good old days of the 3rd decade of the 19th century, a wise physician
builded a modest temple to Aesculapius and blessed it with the name of Jefferson.
Each recurring autumn season, since that period, some few American youths, along
with a goodly number from foreign lands, have harkened unto the call to do nobler
deeds than the inevitable fall dressi ng of the soil-so on September 24, 19°3, some
four score years later, per anticipation, as rugged a collection of verdant and horny-
handed sons of toil as had ever teased the lacteal fluid from a restless bovine mingled with a few
children of the Prophets from South Street and an occasional "Charlie-off-the-Yacht" proposition,
made pilgrimage to this Hippocratic fount of knowledge and timidly applied for enlistment as neophytes
in the ranks of the martyrs whose sworn duty is to alleviate all human ills-for a due compensation.
Armed with credentials of former good behavior sufficiently energetic
to satisfy a Y. M. C. A. employment bureau, and statistics of preliminary
education and learning that an ordinary journeyman medical state board
would blush for being so bold as to inquire into them, each in turn ushered
himself into the be-whiskered presence of that Czar of all Jeffersonians-
Dean Holland-who wisely refrained from too strenuous a catechism as to
the exact personage responsible for aforesaid statistics-much to the grati-
fication of one at least who had been reared well nigh the shadows of
cc Fair Harvard "-accepted the contribution to the matriculation fund,
indifferently informed each tyro the cost of raw material had been increased
so that an assessment of $180.00 and breakage fee per annum, became
now necessary for the first time to turn out a first class Galenical product.
Then the victim as gracefully as consistent under current conditions,
stumbled out to think of how it happened-also to run amuck with a sus-
picious, unctuous appe1ring individual, whose serpentine glance had fol-
lowed him since crossing the portal of the Bastile, who now with a F. M. SPRAG E
preliminary « Good-morning, Doctor," and following solicitous inquiries identified it as that ubiquitous
parasite-the book-agent, from whom escape meant only to encounter another more slimy and tenacious.
Meanwhile joyous throngs, whose demeanor dispelled any ray of doubt as to their heretofore
acquaintance with the urroundings, unnoticingly surged by the bewildered stranger, who, for want of a
more tangible excuse to rid himself of his new found and adhesive friend, followed, and discovered a
space unoccupied on the top bench of an amphitheatre, filled it and waited.
The rabble below was more or less tunefully extolling the wares of Lydia Pinkham and other
philanthropic personages, when a choir-boy like procession of austere looking gentlemen headed in from
below, led by the now be-robed hirsute acquaintance of a few hours since, who immediately got into the
calcium and kindly explained the cause of this present demonstration and to the assembled horde, pre-
sented in a deservedly glowing manner, the President of the Board of Tru tees-Hon. William Potter.
The little coterie of new-comers on the top bench arose sympathetically and added their pro rata
of noisy greeting. The speaker then informed them in their turn, how serious and solemn was this
embarking upon a sea of self-denial and sacrifice, admonishing the facile and half-hearted to « beat it"
now. With this it was learned why Jefferson in particular should assume the honor of becoming the
Alma ater of such a would in future years do her credit.
On numerous occasions have these truths, in abstract, been emphasized by others, but so thoroughly
were they inculcated by thi first welcome and counsel, that the repetition seemingly disclosed that they
too remembered the sermon at the opening of the 79th se sion of Jefferson Medical College.
Of such was the Cia s of 1907 composed and with the official blessing and well-wishing playing
tag with our ennobled sense of duty, all were convinced that the task of being born was satisfactorily
completed.
Interesting and instructive, the immediately following few days proved to be. Had a sandwich
sign been displayed on LIS no ~ore plainly could we have informed those veteran landladies as to our
identity and the spontaneou earne tne s so apparent in barricading their home against us, we've always
felt was worthy of better cause. Try as we would a look of placid composure refused to linger, when
disturbed by the clang of a gong, whether fire, ambulance or Rapid Transit. Religiously did we seek
out and attend all clinic with the precaution to keep in neighborly communication with an exit. Our
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"senior colleagues seemingly comprehended to a degree, some lectures better than a stray from our flock
but this was readily remedied by assigning those who had received an encore for doubtful acting done
the previous year the duty of official (( bell-wethers."
From out of this chaos and confusion shortly came order and some dignity. ach now caught the
lock-step pace, learned his cell number on the fifth floor and the game was duly installed by the
heartless sacrifice, upon the anatomical altar, of a goodly number of back-alley felines and heretofore
faithful bow-wows. The official schedule of Freshman Class session 19°3-°4, "subject to alterati on
without notice," detailed the moves.
With this period of calm came that all interesting time of knowing or flattering ourselves we knew
our fellow members. Providence gave us our deskmates but kindly left us the alternative of choosing
our friends.
The "Demonstrators' Glad Hand ociety" was promptly and befittingly organized. pon Foster
was bestowed the acknowledged palm "Dei gratia," and his incessant affability toward the head of the
histology laboratory-later to be transferred "en masse" to the pathological department. Had he but
momentarily ceased, some doubt might have arisen why orris should not occupy the position of prim-
arius-any way it was afterward ascertained that the latter was handicapped by insufficient data as to the
personal acquaintance of the physiology demonstrator. Considering this candidate knew them not at all,
being prompted by a now defunct class mate, but proves what might have been with an even break.
But for a single handed "butter-in" Irby, the brazen and unabashed, had no peer, played no favor-
ites and sought only the most inopportune occasions to practice his goat-like stunts.
Could this classification have been deferred and based upon one year's satisfactory effort-like
hospital appointments,the toga might have fallen upon the shoulders of one Wills of the Gynecological taff.
or was this particular art monopolized by the student body for these were the halcyon days when
the Foresters, through the probably unbiased aid of their medical examiners, impetuously appealed to
all, ere 'tis forever too late, to materially protect the home and loved ones from misery and want-in-
cidentally to enjoy what came through a spigot at stated intervals. Many were converts to this plan,
equalled only by the number of back-sliders after a period sticky with balsam and smelling of creosote,
had passed.
Early in the session, the class was honored by a most cordial reception and entertainment by the
Ladies' Auxiliary of Jefferson Medical College, to whom is due not only the appreciation of their kindly
interest in us as a class, but a debt of gratitude from all past and future Jefferson men for the material
help given them-the results of oft repeated efforts and cheerful gifts by this laudable as well as lovable
organizations-Our hats are off to you!
As our contribution towards "the" event of the season from a football standpoint, we willingly
lent our cheering and tuneful voices, best wishes, and a few good men to the grand and glorious cause
of persuading our friends the enemy, that their acquaintance with the game in question was inadequate,
and while the score showed no overwhelming majority, the 2 to 0 spelled victory with the privilege to
act accordingly.
Among the arduous duties during one period of this course was to once per week attend a
demonstration on the" green" subject of a " compound racemose gland situated upon the anterior chest
wall "- then repeat ad. lib.-by Dr. J. Kinnier Crawford. ection A, headed by one Reed, of
Huntington, Pa., escaped once only, by resorting to a long distance treatment from the topmost perch
of the sixth floor amphitheatre.
Nigh on to holiday time it was when it occurred to J. McNichol Clapp and an erstwhile student
named Parker, aided and abetted by one Schilling, in the capacity of ward-heeler, that we were as yet shy
on political guidance, so with the aforesaid Parker bedecked in fine raiment that he might befittingly
and modestly accept the honor so spontaneously thrust upon him and other minor details arranged, the
caucus was called. 'Twas just another instance where "the best laid plans of mice and other animals
gang aft aglee," while J. Craig Reed of the "reform" element by a handsome plurality was chosen Pres-
ident pro-tem, and afterward demonstrated his gubernatorial acuity by avoiding further strife till the
closing days of the year approached-too late then.
Registration time gave ample proof of the earnestness of purpose of many to continue at least
for one more session, this strenuous life, by Section C. with a few choice morsels gleaned from other
divisions doing eighteen hours of vigorous guard duty for license to occupy a favored place the coming
year, with no diversions save those furnished by stray sophomores doing odd and grotesque pleasantries,
by request.
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The night however proved an eventful one for one Heathen Chi nee, four freshmen and number-
less "plain clothes" men besides a combined contribution of 46.00 to the support of the Department
of Public afety the next morning.
Two only of these four above mentioned have lingered with us, and so far as known, are the
sole members enjoying this unique but doubtful distinction.
The crucial test, to determine whether or no the relentless labor of that final fortnight had been
for naught, was dispatched in a manner that spoke volumes for the confidence in our ability-for the
time being. Thus endeth the first chapter.
SECOND YEAR
The fall round-up for the session of 19°4-°5 disclosed the fact that twenty-seven of our number
had succumbed, while thirty-two others were carrying excess baggage the result of thoughtlessness on
the part of their ance tors in ignominiously failing to endow them with a name that alphabetically
juxtaposed a more amicable or more learned member, at the time of aforementioned crucial test of the
preceding year. All others did remarkably well-anyhow 'twas so reported and the contrary has never
been proven.
uperficially a casual observer could never have been persuaded that this was the same aggre-
gation that one short year previous had with fear and trembling huddled like unto scared quail, into
the various nooks and crannies, as the one that now occupied the respectful but otherwise prominent
position at the opening address when we were most agreeably and cordially welcomed back by our
President of the Board of Trustees.
A few strange forms and faces were among the entries for the second quarter of the race-having
been tried out at other points in the medical circuit. Conspicuous among these were Poole, with
deafening haberdashery doing accompaniment to a postage-stamp fraternity cap, and Fisher and Powers,
built on the Moody and ankey plan, and all the. more remarkable from having spent one year in
Pittsburgh. Along with these came one" pleen" at times vulgarily called Wallace, with a tendency
(only) toward oratorical efforts and doing a life sentence as a medical student on the installment plan,
thereby differing from Pettibone who is working toward the same end by continuous application.
Individual changes as to locality of residence for obvious reasons was reported by not a few and
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new associates chosen by some. Sweeney, with Eckhart and loterbeck as accessories to the crime,
inveigled an innocent and unsuspecting member into sharing their abode. Weird and wonderful were
the happenings of those few short weeks terminating by weeney for perhaps good and sufficient
reason, awakening one night from peaceful dreams and moistly declaring the compact ended.
An opportunity was given us to exercise our right of franchise on scheduled time, and the short
but deci\live battle of ballots determined the choiceofthe freeholders to be-Fox, President; icholson,
Vice President; Johnston, ecretary.
To Fox as President during our second year is largely due the credit of the timely completion
and presenting to the College the splendid paintmg of Prof. Forbes, by the whole student body of this
year, while the Class of 1907, in particular, deserves honorable mention.
These were the days of the more or less enjoyable surgery quiz in direct ratio to the personal
nearness or remoteness, upon t~e roll book, to the victim being put through his paces.
Original and frequently startling some of the surgical theories advanced proved to be. Pentecost's
claim to the discovery of hemorrhoids as one of the bacterial poisons in the blood yet remains undis-
puted and Miss Ard, like a true daughter of Eve, insisted upon the fact
that tea was the stimulant" par excellence" in shock, despite the historical
data to the contrary presented by Prof. DaCosta.
Again came the day apnually dedicated to impressing the Di ciples
of Galen from the neighborhood of J 7th and Cherry treets that they are
at their best but a meaiocre combination on the grid-iron and the score-
board displayed an immense 5 opposite a diminutive cipher-quite a
sufficient excuse for the collective and individual stunts that accompanied
and followed.
On ovember 29th, 1904, the Grim Messenger for the first time
invaded our ranks claiming the Vice President of the class-truly the irony
of fate was verified by the unforeseen and sudden removal by disease from
our midst, one whose express aim in life was to relieve the sore and
afflicted.
JOHN ELLIOT ~ICHOLSOX, JR.
I - -))
At a meeting of the Committee on Re<;olutions on the death of John Elliot icholson, Jr.,
the following were unanimously adopted :-
(( Inasmuch as it has pleased the Great Physician to remove from among us our honored and
beloved class-mate, J OH ELLIOT ICHOLSON, JR., be it
Resolved:-That in his death, we, his classmates, lose a brother and trusted officer whose
unswerving loyalty, devotion and love endeared him to the entire class and will always be one of our
most cherished memories.
Resolved:-That the parents and family of our deceased classmate have in their affliction the
personal and heartfelt sympathy of every member of the Class of ineteen Hundred and Seven of
Jefferson Medical College.
Resolved :-That copies of these resolutions be entered in the History of the class and sent by
the Secretary to the family of our late class-mate."
G£O. B. FOSTER, JR.
WM. B. SHICK
CHAS. TURNER SANDS
WM. CHAMBERS
THos. F. TOLAN
Committee
But a few months later the last summons was again answered by one of the most popular of
our instructors and a tablet erected to his memory in the ew Jefferson Hospital reads:
In Memoriam - ((Albert Burns Craig, M. D. Born February 12th, 1867. Graduated 1901 from
the Jefferson Medical College. Assistant Demonstrator of urgery and Anatomy. Died of Cerebro-
pinal Meningitis at Philadelphia, March 15th, 1905. (( By thus losing his life at the call of duty, he
finds it in the hearts and memory of his friends and fellow students, whose sorrowing love perpetuates
by this tablet his inspiring example."
As expected of all good things our sophomore trials came duly to an end and quietly and de-
corously did these all-wise ones separate and go unto their several places of abode-overflowing with
knowledge of matters medical with a willingness or even eagerness to impart the sam.e upon the slight-
est provocation.
THIRD YEAR
Once more there gathered, at the will and pleasure of the faculty of Jefferson Medical College,
this faithful though somewhat decimated band, along with other tribes, to receive their preliminary ad-
monitions and good counsel.
Once more did we grieve momentarily for those who, for reasons best known personally to each,
and at least two examiners, decided to dissociate themselves from our company and stoically "e
accepted the new acquisitions in their stead. But why we should have had Haines added when Lacock
and Irby were already numbered among us, is surely one of the happenings that passeth all understanding.
The delegations from the unny outh-Bitting, Watkins, Moore, Hyatt, Hobgood and Brinson soon
reconciled themselves to the presence of Talley's personal friends and straightway began the demon-
stration of "How to get Jefferson Hospital appointments" not protected by copyright. Baltimore papers,
please note.
Dayton and Hewitt helped to swell the Ohio delegation. J ett came as a representative of the
state of fueds, and moonshine whiskey, while the land of Populists and cyclones is responsible for Do ter.
But the modesty and retiring disposition of several became apparent when called to serve us in
the capacity of presiding over our deliberations for the current session.
Sands and Moorman were duly placed in nomination and the resulting ballot showed a majority
for Sands only-however the margin was too narrow, else the truthfulness and ability of the tellers was
doubted and the vote was "nolle prossed."
Mr. Sands immediately withdrew with modesty and Mr. Moorman did likewise,afterduedeliberation
and some modesty. Then with a unanimity eldom equalled, except on petitioning the faculty, the office
with all its accompanying honors, was bestowed upon Mr. B. B. Cox of W. Va.-only to be returned
with thanks. Chambers was then quietly and decorously elected to fill the vacancy-although some
one probably for the sake of form, nominated Clapp as a "true Jefferson man" but the number of votes
that came his way were hardly complimentary if that was the purpose for which they were originally intended.
Foot-ball season came and went-nothing doing except the establishing of more friendl, and di-
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plomatic relations with the lady-of-the-house, whereby the coming month's obligations might be post-
poned, pending a holiday CCtouch."
On December 17th, 19°5, Prof. W. . Forbes, Professor of natomy, the courtly old gentle-
man, whose youthful enthusiasm and ever ready good counselor helping hand had endeared him to
Jefferson students for over a quarter of a century, was called from the land of the living to cc that undis-
cQvered country from whose bourne no traveller e'er returns" to be shortly joined in that long
sleep by our praiseworthy demonstrator of Chemistry, Dr. Joseph P. Bolton.
Of our immediate number, Yeatman Geron, of Alabama, President
of the Coplin Pathological ociety, member of lpha Kappa Kappa
Fraternity, Assistant Pharmacist to the Jefferson Hospital and who
numbered his friends by his acquaintances, on January 10,1906, untimely
passed the way of all flesh, while we, his associates, with grieving hearts and
bowed heads, in common with those nearer and dearer to him, could but
mourn in silence the loss of one whose future gave promise of ever increas-
ing manliness and admiration.
While it is but a repetition of deeds of former years it is but meet
to here register that we too in our turn served due time among guinea pigs
and culture media, diligently attended, under persuasion of a third year
roll book, a quiz relating to departures of tissues from the normal, and
were formally in tructed in the therapeutic art as employed in the (( higher
walks of life" in contrast to the method dope is used in the middle or YEAnlAN GERON
lower class. Then finally to all intents and purposes, cheerfully ubmitted evidence in writing why we
should be permitted to pass the way of all good students and fellows who have gone this route before.
FOURTH YEAR
As all things come to him who waits, and in the meantime does a few odd jobs on his own
account, so came the day of the return of such as had been spared by Providence and the faculty to be
numbered among the elect. Eighty-one of the original brotherhood were present to admit upon direct
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questioning that were surely seniors, then each cautiously asked himself if in some mysterious way he
had not been deluded.
Prof. Hansell spoke the inspiring words of greeting and encouragement to all, serving us in
particular with a liberal portion of the moral and ethical rations, that we from this day might begin the
practice of those virtues so vitally necessary to our future well-being, as well as those who in the here-
after, more or less wisely, committed themselves to our charge and keeping, all of which was noted, indexed
and filed in its proper mental space. The contention as to whether or no these splendid thoughts
were prematurely offered can be dismissed without bias, when we but recall that in the self-same sermon
there was ample proof that in the student days of our Professor of Ophthalmogy, Gynecology was an
unsegregated science.
Many and varied were those who for better or worse chose to cast their lot with us in the final
chase of the will-o'-the-wisp of our dreams. It required nothing less than an earth-quake to persuade
DeVore and Moyer to become Jefferson students, while Mercer and Loveren, though not participating
in the unbidden dance of Mother Earth in their homeland, readily reckoned that Philadelphia was more
conveniently distant from California than the Windy City on the Lakes, and moved eastward.
Bennett, Hughes and Clarks, two in number, with their picturesque sunset facial adornment-
registered in from that sad state of tah, where a single death may mean a dozen widows.
Kocher, a disciple of Hahnemann, selected our company in which to convince himself of the
fallacy of the proverbial cc similia similibus curantur."
Wood cut in from Michigan-disguised as a brother of J ett's and Everett and Eastman
tallied as two life sized members from ew England.
Besides these were some mavericks who strayed in from other camps, alo:lg with some old
rangers whose mark had become indistinct or invisible and again offered themselves to the searing iron
of the cc blue and black J" outfit -mentionable among these are Dr. Randles of cc spasmodic asthma"
fame and Dr. Krebs, the lone senior who could name the branches of the internal iliac artery-· was
invited to do so and did.
Incidentally it required some several demonstrations to train the new stock just which stalls they
should occupy when the psychological feeding times arrived, but the brief interim, though in a measure
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strenuous, was profitably spent, as thus 'twas indelibly impressed upon then: that here seniority is cal-
culated by length of servitude as well as racial characteristics-Irby excepted.
o better example of the ready adaptability and aptitude of our men could be cited than the
brilliant achievement as a linguist of Moorman, who though reared west of the Alleghenies returned to
us from a vacation trip to the Maine woods with a "down east" accent that would have done credit to a
Cape Cod alt.
Due and timely notice being given that we tax-payers should again assemble to exercise our right
of franchise as regards the personnel of our official body, it was done, and Charles Turner ands was for a
second time chosen President on this occasion over so popular an adversary as Talley. To Foster was
donated the Vice-Presidency, and amuels was designated to perform the duty assigned to the Angel
Gabriel at t. Peter's Court. But with wars and rumors of wars abroad and the outcome of recent
manipulations in high finance, the question of how beyond peradventure, to insure our prospective
wealth from divergence into other than legitimate channels, became a mooted one, until some one
happily thought to suggest Jimmie Hoban as guardian of the spoils-and it was so ordered.
Thus manned, the ship of state weighed anchor, slipped her moorings and smoothly glided into
the stream of dark and troubled waters under the immediate guidance of the master pilot, who, let it
here be noted, along with the competent and willing crew of his thoughtful choice, have made this
cruise one of naught but pleasant memories thus deserving and earning the distinction that none but
himself could be his parallel.
The Alumni, realizing that within a few short months there would be added to that galaxy of
names made illustrious by McClellan, Dunglison, Pancoast, Gross and others, some one and one-half
hundred equally or more astounding from an orthographical standpoint-and bade us come with them,
eat, smoke some and drink a-plenty, with the privilege of assuming ownership of the drink containers
as a souvenir of that enjoyable and enjoyed function. Unfortunately at some stage of the evening's
program some myopic individuals could not accurately judge the particular utensil in which they
received their liquid refreshments, another possible explanation is that they had been reared to take their
fluids in a somewhat remarkable and bizarre manner. This was however, we are fondly hoping, fully
compensated for, both ethically and materially by the artistic diplomacy of our President aided by a pro
rata donation of the needful.
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Again matters athletic in character claimed for full twenty-four hours the undivided attention of
the student body as a whole, to generate the enthusiasm necessary and to witness the shattering of the
fond hopes of our old time foe by Capt. Corn ely assisted in a measure by his sturdy and faithful little
band--thus making amends for the pangs of remorse and chagrin experienced by us upon a previous
occasion of like nature, the remembrance of which but added a flavor to the bewitching satisfaction of
another victory. ow, with the enchanting recollections of being thrice triumphant during our career,
as compared to the lone oversight that led to a lame and impotent conclusion, we feel we can intrust to
the care of our under-c1assmen, associates at present and to Jeff. boys whoever they may be, in the future,
the moral and physical obligation of gilding the pill prescribed for edico-Chi for ages to come.
The death of Prof. John H. Brinton, arch 18,1907, after a long and active life, marked the
pas ing of the last of that famous school of older surgeons and teacher who have for three-quarters of
a century, contributed to the perpetuation of the name of Jefferson in medical hearts and minds where-
soever dispersed around the globe. All honor to their names and deeds, and may we, her latter day
sons, by memory of these be the more in pired to imitate throughout our days, that unselfish and
chivalrous type of manhood.
There but remains for us the delightful duty of formally receiving that mark of merit to be
bestowed upon us, at once the reward and the honor awarded by our Alma Mater, as evidence of the
firm belief that such will rebound with equally as much glory to Jeffer on Medical College as pleasure
and profit to ourselves. ith this the Class of 1907 becomes onl a memory of student days, and
may we so live, that the life history of each will be uch that the briefest truthful thought mu t be cc He
lived to bless mankind." F. M. PRAGUE.
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CLASS ORATION
~111(::""''"""A'~d'-V,v,~\l''''WE TY odd years ago, at different times and at various places in this and other
countries, rose the initial cry of the members of the Class of 1907. That cry from
the lips of weakness, though from an individual brought into the world without
his own volition, was the unconscious salutation to that world of a new force, one
which would aid in the advancement of mankind's aims and hopes, or help the
causes of deterioration.
With the progression of the years, to each came the problem of what his
career should be. Considering the great preparation needed,the earnest toil required,and not large remune-
ration, the fact that the men of this class today stand glad of the privilege of inscribing their names on
the long and glorious roll of the benefactors of mankind, is sufficient evidence that each man has chosen
the positive side of life.
In the past four years we have gone through a course of vigorous
training in which we have run the Indian gauntlet of the faculty, each pro-
fessor holding the club of examination. In that time we have obtained con-
siderable medical knowledge; we have gained a broad insight into human
affairs; we have seen that the peculiar charm of the practice of medicine as
well as its great essential, is the necessity for the exercise of sound judgment
on the part or every practitioner.
As the result of that training, as we are about to pass into active pro-
fessional life, though we may not have the wisdom of long years of faithful
work, nor bear the laurels of great deeds performed, we do have within us
potentialities which give us the right to take a definite place in the attempt
to solve many of the problems which hinder the development of the race.
The allotted time of the afternoon might be occupied in reviewing
past brilliant successes of the profession, or in outlining some of the prob-
lems of medicine, the solution of which, in the light of recent rapid advances JAMES CRAIG REED
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seems so near. The life of anyone of the great names of medicine, or the long and lmportant part
that Jefferson has taken in this immense field of usefulness, would easily give an interesting theme.
Rather than any of these in these last days of the class, let us consider a few of the problems which the
physician must take a large part in solving.
I ntimately associated with all the phases of man's existence and welfare, an association which
brings everpresent responsibilities which he dare not shirk, the physician, by virtue of his special training,
owes to the world a special service. He who leaves the doors of his college with the single idea of
curing disease, carries with him an inadequate conception of his duty. It is true that to him has been
delegated the work of healing, and his chief ambition ought to be to perfect himself in the science and
art of medicine and to increase medical knowledge. But by reason of his training, the physician is
called on for the great duty of leading the constant fight for the preservation of the moral and physi-
cal integrity of the race.
In the days gone by when the division of labor had not proceeded so far as the present state of
specialization as seen in every walk of life, the physician, by reason of his professional attainments and
personal qualifications, was one of the chief forces making for morality in the community in which he
lived. Practising all the branches of medicine, passing from the treatment of an infant to the trephin-
ing of a skull, or perhaps, to the ushering of a new life into the world, he was known by all classes, and
his influence for right living was wide-spread.
t the present time, by reason of the concentration of population and the marked tendency
towards specialization in all lines of industry, the relation of the physician to the community has
changed. Richer in methods of treating disease, his powers of waging battle with death have increased.
True enough, the treatment of many diseases is yet empirical and that of others only symptomatic, but
on the other hand, the unremitting scientific researches of the last fifty years have done so much toward
lifting the veil of mystery from many diseases and establishing the study and practice of medicine on
an increasingly scientific basis, that to-day the physician approaches the fight with an armament of con-
stantl y increasing efficiency.
As this efficiency of the practitioner has increased and he has become better able to treat dis-
ease, his personal influence has become more and more restricted by reason of the changed conditions
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of life. As this personal influence on the general welfare of the race diminishes, the course of the physi-
cian in his efforts to secure a sound moral and physical basis for the present and succeeding genera-
tions, must be by means of organization, working through the legislative and executive branches of the
government. At the present time in Pennsylvania, the Department of Public Health, freed from the
evil influences of politics, and in the hands of competent members of the profession, is making itself a
notable example of what can be done in this manner.
Many of the problems which confront us are without the sphere of the physician. Perhaps the
chief of these is the great accumulation of wealth with its unequal distribution. With the rapidity with
which modern events take their course, the progress of social and political evolution will no doubt soon
provide a more just re-arrangement of the division of the products of labor. Certain it is that the system
is wrong by which one man has nothing to do but fight off indigestion and plan where he can best place
money which is poured into his coffers through the labor of a vast army of workers, most of whom can
ill afford to give their children the education which will fit them for the struggle in an increasingly
exacting world.
Many of the problems of the day, however, are of a nature which brings them peculiarly within
the province of the physician, and call for his earnest thought and action. The tendencies of medicine,
both in practice, and in the studies which seek to give new and better methods of coping with dis-
ease, are certainly in the line ot prophylaxis. The energies of the profession in all its many fields, are
directed not only to cure but to prevent disease. Thus we have a paradox that is seen in scarcely any
other field of labor-a body of men whose best labors are constantly bent on attaining a result which
must end in their own elimination.
Carrying this idea of prophylaxis into the task of preserving the strength of the race, we must
concentrate our energies on the protection and education of the child. While technical education has
reached a high stage of development, the real education of the child, the training which will enable him
to realize the best in life and to understand the principles and facts necessary for a vigorous life from
infancy to old age, has not kept the same pace.
In this age of enlightenment, the majority of children, instead of being taught the facts of the
propagation of the race in a manner which would lead them to view in a proper light that phase of life, are
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left to pick up in the gutter the same facts in a form which is almost certain to corrode their minds, and
lead to physical ills which will not only adversely affect their lives but that of their descendants. How
little better than the gutter stories are many of the theatre posters which are scattered in every street
and by-way in the land.
In spite of earne t effort, tending to prevention, there are still thousands of children engaged in
labor. Con idering the recognized principle that the child must have a period of playtime in his or her
life, for every child at work are we not allowing the probability of one more stunted mind and body
which will return to the world its wage in acts of violence and prostitution?
Bearing on the same subject are many of the mooted questions of the day, such as the regulation
of marriage and the control of disease. Much of the tardiness of action on these questions has been
caused by the introduction of weak and impracticable measures. But, by reason of their vast import-
ance to mankind, they call for prompt, wise and energetic action, and the efforts of the profession should
lead the movement.
Thus briefly calling attention to the importance of the physician's position in society, it seems
scarcely necessary to remark that each man should be a personal example of moral integrity. In modern
life, what a man does, rather than what he says, gives him power over men, and as each man here goes
forth this day to join the "silent profession," from his training, from his constant observation of the
results of transgression, from his high hopes and ambition for a life of specialized usefulness, surely there
can be only one path for him to take.
JAMES CRAIG REED.
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CLASS POEM
w. C. CRAIG
At the daybreak wheQ the sunbeam
Flickers across the earth and sky,
Filling each green with a tiny gleam
Lifting it upward, raising it high,
Tinging each leaf with a newborn beauty,
Drying the tears of eventide,
Enriching the world with its wholesome glory,
preading its wonders far and wide.
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II
As its splendor rushes onward
Growing in beauty, in love and light,
Moving our thoughts a little forward,
Lifting us out of the blackness of night.
Filling our lives with a hope far brighter,
Drawing us nearer with bonds of love,
Making our burdens just so much lighter,
Breathing the message sent from above.
III
a out of the past from a darkened age,
In an epoch that now has long gone past,
A light broke forth from the soul of a sage,
It wavered and tottered, then settled to last,
On the island of Cos this gleam was born,
I t flickered and simmered and danced,
Then broke thru the clouds of derision and scorn
And spread its great message enhanced.
IV
From shore to shore, thru year after year,
Thru awful ignorance, black and chaotic,
This beautiful light made all falsities sear,
Dispersedsickness,fought grim death despotic.
It filled our lives with cares far lighter,
And drew us nearer with bonds of love,
It made our hopes just so much brighter,
And told the great story sent from above.
vAs we go forth in the world to fight,
With sickness and trouble and care,
As stewards of Hippocrates light,
Let each man carry his share.
Go into the homes of trouble and pain,
Spread forth the great message renowned,
And show that the light shines not in vain
But o'er hill and o'er dale it redounds.
VI
Tat only when danger and death are near
But when everything seems so glad,
When the sun doth shine and the sky is clear,
There is some weary soul who is sad.
Then take this light, this gleam of truth,
Call it your knowledge, name it your art,
Go out on the earth in your fullness of youth
Use it to still that sad, troubled heart.
VII
When a poor decrepit creature, blighted,
With cares and sorrows and pain,
Begs with his might for some of the light,
Don't let him plead in vain.
But with your power so clearly shining,
Term it your faith, style it your skill,
Enter the heart of that soul declining,
Bid all his sorrows and cares be still.
VIII
Thus may our light become the power
The factor of good, the noble, the pure,
So may our light increase every hour,
nd its great blessings more truly insure.
a use this light, this heautiful beam,
Twinkling with joy and gladness,
Heal up the wound, the sorrows seam,
Drive away all trouble and sadness.
IX
As eve approaches, as day grows dim,
As the light from the heaven departs,
As nature coy, reveals a new whim,
There's a calm that steals in our hearts.
There is peace in the soul, a quiet mind,
There is love in the heart of the cold,
There's a thought more tender,a word more kind
There's a wealth far greater than g?ld.
X
As the shadows steal, softly approaching,
Enfolding the world with its blackened cloak,
s the stars appear, the sunbeams encroaching;
All combining to lighten our yoke.
The head droops Iowan a gladdened breast,
The mind flies away un hod,
The soul itself seems to sink to rest
id t the calm and peace of God.
XI
When comes our evening when our sunbeam
By the hand of the Hippocrates given,
inks under life's line, and crosses the stream,
Where strife and contentment are riven,
ay some head droop on a gladdened breast,
May SOrT e mind flyaway unshod,
ay some soul itself seem to sink to rest
'Midst Hippocrates light, sent from God.
-W. C. CRAIG.
E. W. HAMILTON
CLASS PROPHECY
Q7Je:mG!2JHE four years have come and gone, and at last we see the day which we have all
\?O.J~c;o so often wished we could hasten. As we look back our views differ. Some say:
~ T ~ "it was too easy," and "how short the time seems since we entered as unsuspect-"'I' ing Freshmen." Others think of the long, weary months of college work andl.J remark suggestively: "if we had only known before we started."
G:?~~ But it is not a retrospective view with which we are concerned. A glance
£Z19~C1S) into the future is the picture which I am to paint; and first let me say to my worst
enemy, if I have any enemies in the class, that I wish the honor of writing the
Class Prophecy had fallen upon him. The task to me has presented many difficulties and the outlook
for the class would be infinitely better if some other man had been elected class prophet, as my friends
have displayed great lack of judgment in selecting me. Let us hope they
will be more discreet in choosing remedies for their patients than they
have been in selecting their class prophet.
Many methods were tried to produce a Class Prophecy. My first
idea. was to learn the plans and aspirations of the boys by guarded question-
ing, but this procedure was almost altogether unproductive of results.
In most instances the only ambition anyone would admit was to "get a
diploma," and I must confess that I would have been glad to have been able
to forecast the result on that point in regard to myself. However, some
of the boys were quite confidential at times, and I must ask to be par-
doned for the betrayal of confidence in making public a few confessions.
On a certain "morning after," Chetwynd conveyed the information
to me that he was very much depressed by the fact that in all the many
recent advances made in medicine and surgery, there has been no remedy
introduced for the relief of "morning thirst" and "headache," and that
he proposed to devote his energies after graduation to the preparation of
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a remedy to combat this awful affliction. This is certainly a noble purpose for a life work and justifies
the opinion we formed of "Chet" in our freshman days when we first came to know him and admired the
inspiring lines which he had inscribed upon the walls of his study room:
"The heights by great men ..ached and kept,
Were not attained by sudden Right,
But they, while their companions slept,
Were toiling upward in the night-That'S us."
My friend Bushong, with the air of one who has been persecuted beyond endurance, announced
to me his intentions of becoming a member of the tate Legislature and of introducing and securing the
passage of a bill to prohibit all medical schools from requiring more than a one year course for graduation.
On my acknowledgement of my approval of hi views he further stated that his bill would call for a
limitation of the amount oftran cendental nonsense that was to be thrown at the helpless student during
this one year course and would also provide that the student be given an opportunity to learn something.
Dickinson took an hour of my valuable time one morning to elucidate a scheme which he has
almost perfected to conduct a raffle in which nobody wins and by which he expects to amass a fortune.
As my approval was not very enthusiastic, he told me of another game he has in which everyone wins
and as he has no use for this scheme himself, he intends to sell it to the faculty of the College for their
use in the distribution of diplomas.
rd intends to devote his surplus energy to the importation and brewing of a variety of tea
which, when used in conjunction with the society of the family cat and the town knitting circle, will
cure any case of shock. He regrets, however, that he has not yet been able to convince Prof. Da Costa
of the value of his advanced methods of treatment.
Meitzner volunteered the information, during one of his
lucid intervals, that he expected to be engaged during the next
few years in making extensive inoculation experiments with the
Spirochitae Pallida. He became enthusiastic about this work
while in the laboratory of bacteriology and his article in the
"Jeffersonian" in which he de cribes inoculating the tail of a rat,
was a masterpiece. On the advice of Dr. Rosenberger he gave
up the rat for experimental purposes and purchased a dozen guinea
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pigs and is patiently waiting for their tails to grow before he continues his researches. We hope his
patience will not become exhausted but advise him to go back to the leadership of the" Little German
Band" just to pass the time away while he waits.
But what shall we say of the many who refused to divulge plans for the future and how shall
we look forward to the time when many of our number have become celebrated as the leading men of
our profession. Let us imagine for a moment that ten or twenty years have slipped away and that the
class of ninteen seven comes together in reunion. Time has dealt kindly with the boys. At the head
of the table sits my friend Cox who became famous years ago when he discovered that an alcohol mouth
wash was a sure cure for "Impetigo Confectiosa," and impressed the value of his discovery
on Dr. Wells at an obstetrical quiz. Brinson looks happy and is still calling for "More Dixey,"
and Falk is the admiration of all in his new riding habit. Gillespy is circulating among his old friends,
telling the story of his life to all, and showing the bottle containing his appendix to a favored few.
Seedenburg looks ill at ease, but seems to recover his spirits when the
announcement is made that there is no buffer in attendance. orris easily
takes rank above all present as the modern Beau Brummel, as he sits, resplen-
dent with his checkered vest, green silk handkerchief, tan colored spats and
pink shirt, and the striking effect seems to please myoId friend Hewitt as
he recalls how this same demonstrator of the latest fashions used to convey
him to his apartments in a wheelbarrow, when occasion demanded some im-
provement on the vulgar custom of walking.
But the hour for the after dinner speeches has come, and we will hear
first from Sweeney, who may tell us something of himself and the other druggists who were with us for
the four years. He reports himself a doing a prosperous business in postage stamps, but has some bad
news to convey, for the society which he formed for the su ppression of I rby disbanded without accom pJishing
very much good. Mc J erney is apeddler of "Emerald Isle Corn Cure. " Yoder persists in makingan indecent
exposure of his hosiery, and Clarence Daniel mith prescribes and furnishes his well known pernicious
anemia cure in a outh Street drug store.
Moorman is called for next, but from force of habit he has gone to com plete his refreshment at a nearby
restaurantjust as he used to do after finishing his di nner in the Y. .c. . boarding house in our student days.
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Bliss is called for, but we hear only a familiar bark. Poor Bliss, he must still be only a mimic
of dogs. Doster makes excuses by saying that this Pennsylvania climate, where we don't have a daily
cyclone, affects his voice and that he cannot respond. Gilroy reports the practice of medicine as an
unsatisfactory business but announces that he has made a great hit as a dancing master.
Shick makes the brilliant speech of the evening and thus demonstrates the truth of what he
used to tell us :-" That his head was a receptacle for ideas and not merely an idle lounging place for
hairs." ext a note of regret from John Henry Kinter is read, stating that his absence is unavoidable
owing to the fact that he had just been appointed Dog Catcher for the shady side of Locust Street, and
that official business is detaining him.
ands is the next to rise, and as he assumes one of his striking attitudes we hope tha~ he is
about to entertain us with one of his characteristic and inspiring flights of oratory, but we ar to be
disappointed for he tells us that his silvery tongue lost its power to move the hearts of men when he
called for volunteers to attend the tea which was given to our class in our senior year. However,
ands reports that he is happy and prosperous on his Kansas ranch and gives us a graphic description
ot "rounding up" and "branding time."
Howe is called for and gives us a detailed account of his numerous activities as medical inspector
of the Old Maid's House, and Jett tells us in a modest little speech how feuds and moonshining dis-
appeared from Breathitt county under his reign as sheriff.
Krebs favors us with an interesting account of how he became a prominent ophthalmologist, and
we are all pleased to have his statement that even a busy specialist has time to occasionally recite to
himself the branches of the carotid artery.
Clark reports that his first year in practice yielded him an income of six thousand dollars and
adds, "1 told you so," but what pleases everyone is that he tells us the secret of his success and says
that we can all do likewise by consulting a first-class tonsorial artist.
Chamber begs to be excused on the plea that public speaking is out of his line, but great ap-
preciation is manifest when he presents everyone with a copy of his recent book, entitled "How to
Succeed, Though Handsome," and many express the opinion that Chambers should certainly be an
authority on this subject.
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Bachman condescends to give us an account of some of his valuable researches in the science of
physiology and describes an in trument for recording blood pressure which he ha recently perfected,
and tells us that this instrument promises to prove useful to students at society banquets, as the
ri e in blood pressure to a certain point is a sure indicator that any further consumption of liquid
refreshment will result in acute mania, followed by migrane. (In justice to Bachman, it should be stated
that this use of the instrument was sugge ted to him by observation of others and not by any need if
such a device for his own use.)
We now call on our poet Craig for a contribution and he responds with a few lines that he has
prepared for the occasion, part of which we quote:
" Here's what's left of" J 9°7, 1f
The rest, perhaps, have gone to Heaven,
Except our friend and classmate Wills
Who went elsewhere with his bag of pills.
H ere to my right sits George T. Fox,
Who still maintains his curly locks,
AnJ wonders where his dignity went
When we passed up our ophomore president.
Fair of form and bright of eye
Looks the hero of "Jefferson-Chi"
Patients lose all their ills and fear
When they get in the clutches of Harry Diers.
Foster is here and it keeps him busy,
Denying that tbe nurses called bim Lizzie,
A nd he can't explain, although he tries,
H ow he managed to take the chemistry prize.
Family cares and advancing age,
Have left their marks on Arthur Page,
Time has changed this youthful lad,
To a man with a few who call him dad.
Now here's the end of this foolish rhyme.
We could write more, but we don't have t1me.
Let everyone fill up his glass,
And drink the health of this famous class."
I think we will all agree that Craig still has his poetic ability.
But the clock is triking, the lights are growing dim, the curtain must fallon the happy reunion,
and the Class Prophecy must end. What shall we say of the many whom we can not mention by
name, and how shall we really prophe y what shall really come to pass?
ome of us will occupy prominent positions in our profession, most of us the humble ones.
But let us not forget what constitutes true success. Only the few will make brilliant discoveries, attain
prominent po ition, or acquire great wealth and reputation; but everyone of us can speak the kindly
word, treat each patient to the very best of our ability, do our duty in whatever place we occupy in life,
and leave the world better for our having lived, and that is the uccess that I wish to all.
E. 'AT ALLACE HAMILTON.
CLASS PRESENTATION
A. F. Mc1-lERXEY.The
(i'~ ~ ~ADIES and gentlemen, most reverent members of the faculty, Mammas, Papas and dear~ L ~ weethearts. Classmates, including the phagocytes, parasites and the man who just went@ out.~ ~ I was. chosen from a gang of prevaricators, to represent this collection of curios-
~~~ ities and to bestow on them some appropriate remembrance.
You have listened most attentively to this wise and learned set of class day
speakers. ow you wonder what I am going to say or present your darling pet.
Believe me, dear audience, it is far from my object to demoralize or degrade the character of my
classmates. Sarcasm or offense is not my duty. It is simply to bring him forth and criticize his
peculiarities, also to give him some suitable memento.
I am sorry to say that I cannot bring forward all the curios. This
is due to Father Time and to my Hibernian friend, the class treasurer.
I shall only take up your time and patience with the rarest speci-
mens. The others are exempt from this embarassing ordeal, for their
tablets are already hanging in the Hall of Fame.
LOTT, COX, MOORMA ,and ECKHART.
Dear Doctors:-You notice how I have addressed them. The
reason is evident. The practice of your chosen profession is a most noble
one. 0 doubt you will come in contact with numerous obstacles, the
most of which will be overcome. Though one thing will agitate your
minds greatly, that is how you can bring yourselves on a level with the
average human being.
Don't let this worry you In order that we may be of assistance
to you, take this soap box and stand your patients on.
A. L. PAGE, PE TECOST and DICKI SO
Boys:-You have heard what I have said to our lanky friend
same applies to you, though you can make yourselves heard but not seen. Sometime in the near future
you will be summoned to an afflicted person. You will be ushered into the room, and your first ques-
tion will be, cc Where is the patient?" Then to your surprise he will be resting in the bosom of a large
feathered folding bed. Don't be discouraged, boys; take this, which I hope will be of great convenience.
step ladder for each.
LOTERBECK}
and ilence is golden.
PRAG E .
These two gentlemen, th~ Juniper Tar Twins. They considertheknowledgethatthey have collected
most sacred. 0 one will accuse them of revealing a fact of medical learning, unless they are sure of
being credited for such. Even then they hate to part with it.
Collectors and Retainers, your class presents you with this lock and chain in order that you may
store up any excess and safely secure it.
Lock for one, Chain for the other.
I next have the pleasure of bringing forth two of our tamed species of zoological collection.
Step forward Messrs. Ives and Bliss. When all was quiet and slumber reigned, from a distant part of
the room a cat call was heard. It was a long time before we discovered friend Ives.
Then we all know our canine friend. He could be heard barking in any part of the lecture room
when there was any commotion.
ow, Towser and Tabby, speak to the ladies and gentlemen. That will do, you will scare the
audience.
ow take this and go back to your box.
Catnip for Ives.
Dog Biscuit for Bliss.
THE CLA A GAEL LEAG E
or
THE IRI H AGITATOR' S OCIATIO
Hoban, Nolan and Price.
You have been a merry bunch of disturbers of the good peace of your class. In fact, you have
been antagonistic to our friends, the W. C. T. U and Y. M. C. . advocates. But alas! peace reigns.
We all recognize the Irish.
Tom, old boy, if you get stranded in your medical fields, back to the pick, and you can take
your side partner with you. A good combination.
OLA /
and {CO TRACTOR
HOBA
A Pick for olano
A Shovel for Hoban.
Goodness, came near forgetting the Swede. If you get lost in Darby, a lantern will help find
your way back to the mines.
Dear audience, I have a most curious malady to present to you from which one in our midst is
suffering. Don't be frightened, for it is harmless.
First I will bring on the patient. Will some one kindly pass Dr. Irby forward?
The cause of this disease is unknown. Predisposing cause, infancy and childhood.
S)'mptoms:-Constantly butting into things and making himself most conspicuous. Chewing gum
which excites his mustache, and this occupies his mind, until the mustache is well curled. Also waylay-
ing demonstrators, pulling their hair, slapping their backs and poking them in the ribs.
These symptoms are followed by a hideous laugh and a shaking of the head.
Diagnosis made on above symptoms.
Prognosis:-Favorable if seen early, before complications set in, which are too numerous to
mention.
Treatment:-Isolation or confinement to some children's sanitarium.
Play Toys, Rattles, etc., for the patient, Castoria will help some.
Ah! may we have the pleasure of that most distinguished looking gentleman, L. E. oms. Step
carefully, Duke, lest thou dislocate thy necktie pin.
What do you think of him, girls? Ain't he just grand? Oh! yes, he always looks the same. He
has a mania for wearing sky blue pink neckties and horse gypt vests. Duke, old sport, in order that we
may be of some assistance to you in your extensive toilet, take this curry comb and brush, also this horse-
shoe for a pin.
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} The whole d- family.
We have two in our midst who have not only stood the test of endurance in a medical college,
but who have also stood that everlasting test, matrimony.
Step forward, Messrs. Phelps and Moulton.
To gaze on these two happy looking sufferers you wouldn't accuse them of so rash a deed. We
congratulate you two heroes and hope you keep the good work moving. In your idle moments, don't
forget Prof. Graham, plenty of fresh air.
Baby coach for each.
Will Captain Rinker step to the front, al 0 his Lieutenants, Clapp, Henzel and Lacock. Class-
mates, you can surmise \ hy I call on this noble bunch of desperadoes. The men who helped to
decrease our yearly breakage fee. At certain periods of the term the Captain calls his trustworthy lieu-
tenants together and after a brief consideration on the line of attack, the war begins. Their principal
tactics are waylaying and bombarding the peaceful element of the cia s with snowballs, broken backs of
benches, tin cans, in fact any thing procurable.
They also decorate the class room, their battlefield, with rubbish of all description.
Warriors, we will equip you for your future battles and hope that you may meet with more succes~.
Captain of the guard, a sword for you. Lieutenants, a gun for each of you. About, face,
forward, march!
other-J.M. ITH.
Old an - . L. FI HER.
ister - MARIO POW R
Brother - W. B. HICK.
They neither touch, taste or handle, that most invigorating elixir of remorse. Though sorry
to admit, one has been accused of smoking a cigarette, and another drinking a glass of buttermilk, while
another was so daring as to swear (Gosh darn!)
This i a most deserving gang of W. C T. . advocates. They intend to open a salvation
headquarters and on the night after the Jeff-Chi foot ball game, they mean to rescue many fallen
sInners. Most gallant members of your cherished cause, may we contribute a few serviceable gifts.
POWERS, pJ/ar Cry Pamplzlets and a Tambourine.
FIS HER, Your horn to warn all sinners that you are coming.
SMITH, A Banner.
We Use
PE-RU A
and
LYDIA H. PI KHAMS.
SHICK, Horn and Banner.
Down With
R M!
Dr ink
MODIFIED MILK!
ow we will hear Mother Smith's testimonial while Sister Powers takes up the collection. That
will do. On your way rejoicing. (( Halleluiah !"
Here is a wonderful species of humanity, suffering from chronic neezttts. This affliction has
annoyed the professors and class; but most of the time his sufferings have caused great merriment.
When we were deeply absorbed in our lecture, Wills would amble in and take a top seat. Then all
of a sudden a great outburst of sneezing could be heard all over the building. Enough said, Wills was
in the college.
Doctor, you will find your affliction most annoying. Therefore, take this muzzle and when you
are conscious of an oncoming attack, I beg you to don it for the protection of yourself and the community.
Gazing over this hunch of American beauties, my attention is called to one whom I came near
forgetting. Come, George, I have something very useful for you!
This is Madame Marcel Fox-he has been envied and admired by us all for the last four years.
Often we wondered how the dear girl managed to keep his hair so nicely marcelled and curled.
We tried to investigate the matter, but could make no progress. Finally that scrutinizing bunch
of scavengers, olan, Hoban and Goodrich, informed me that a little stove and a curling iron were the
cause of it all.
Ladies, this example of hair dressing should interest yo,u. I am sure the model will part
with any secrets of the art. George, this grieves me very much to expose the secret, but showing there
are no hard feelings, take these curling tongs and hair crimpers.
]. C. Reed:
The brilliant orator and political campaigner and advisor to our Philadelphia friend, His Honor,
the Mayor. Our friend is well read on the political situation, thanks to the local newspapers (Inquirer and
Item.) Perched up in some secluded part of the lecture room or laboratory hidden behind a newspaper
Reed will be found thoroughly digesting its contents. We predicted a brilliant future in the political
field for this promising journalist; but, sad to relate, his prospects were doomed by one of our professors
begging him to withdraw from the fight and attend exclusively to medical literature. This situation he
has masterfully handled. In your idle moments you will reflect on your missed opportunities.
This bundle of newspapers will recall some of your happy arguments. The contents refer prin-
cipally to the downfall and rise of Me ichol & Is. Durham.
Will Dr. Sweeney kindly meander forward? Most of you recall that interesting fat boy whom
the North American published every Sunday in their funny sheet. You have missed him I am sure.
The fact is he dropped the amusement sheet business and began the study of medicine.
Ladies and gentlemen, I introduce the original Fatty Felix. Fatty has become very sensitive
of late and is deeply offended if the bad boys of the 'class attempt to pass him up from the first to the
top row of the lecture room. He also has vaso-motor dilatation of the face if he is reminded of his
avoirdupois.
Fatty, we have secured a large bottle of Dr. Paw-Paws celebrated anti-fat cure. Give this a fair
trial, and if it does not reduce your annoying adiposity, then eat the bottle.
I bring this little seance to a close by presenting to you one whom I think most deserving of
the token of good fellowship.
Will the apoleon of the gridiron kindly come forward? Captain Comely, who fought on the
football gridiron to uphold the dear name of old Jefferson. This gentleman has been a most faithful
supporter of his college in the only athletic sport we have; and in view of the time necessary for such
training he has always kept foremost in his class studies. Therefore, I think I voice the sentiment of
the class by conferring the honor of the best all-'round man of his class.
Cap, old sport, it gives me great honor to present you this Pipe 0/ Peace; and in your hours of
recreation smoke it with the feeling that the good will and spirit of the class of 19°7 is with it.
My task is finished. I tried to confer my gifts in a most suitable manner. I assure you, dear
audience, my position was most humiliating. I hope all malice will be buried in this after-
noon's exercises, for Monday we will receive that which everyone of us justly deserves. Then we will
scatter to all parts of this and other lands.
Let me remind you, dear classmates, to uphold and respect that dear old college, Jefferson.
For pleasure or pain, for weal or for woe
'Tis the law of our being, we reap what we sow.
We may try to evade them-may do what we will,
But our acts, like our shadows, will follow us still.
The 1V0rld is a wonderful chemist, be sure,
And detects in a moment the base from the pure.
We may boast of our claims to genius or birth,
But the world takes a man for just what he's worth.
A. F. Me ERNEY.
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A Few Other Things
In and About College
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The German Club
Motto:-HHock der Kaiser."
Object of Club:-HT0 have beer made official in the next edition of the U. s. P."
REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION.
Candidates must be able to absorb two gallons of the amber fluid at one sitting, without show-
ing any physiological effects.
Candidates must be able to assimilate, without complication, a test breakfast, consisting of one-
half pound Limburger, three dogs nestling in six ounces of Sauer Kraut, with enough Schmier Kits to
give it consistency.
If the candidate successfully passes the above, he is decorated with a pretzel, the emblem of the
club.
Meetings are held whenever two mem bers meet.
OFFICERS.
Most Esteemed Pretzel-Max Meitzner
Lititz Pretzel-O. W. Hacker
Recorder ofKicks-E. B. Sloterbeck
:;: Chief Dispenser of Dutch Disturbance-F. D. Zimmerman
Keg Meter-H. N. Scholl
MEMBERS.
E. H. Eulner
A. Krebs
H. Stuckert
J. J. Kocher
J. P. Seedenburg
P. R. Wentz
G. G. Knoll
W. S. Moyer
M. H. Yoder
A. Morel
L. F. Laufersweiler
* Succeeded Kocher, who was asked to resign on account of his homeopathic doses.

The Irish Club
Motto:-44 Erin Go Bragh."
Object:-H Mutual good fellowship, promulgation of wit, and unremitting warfare on natives of
the VaterIand."
RULES
There are no rules. A set lasted just one meeting and the messenger swept up the fragments.
OFFICERS
Chief Instigator-A. F. Me erney
Associate Instigator-J. J. Hoban
Keeper of the Shillalahs-E. J. Sweeney
Standard Bearer-M. A. Burns
Messenger-F. S. Reilly
P. J. Brice
W. C. Craig
G. B. Foster, Jr.
Miles Gilroy
A. F. Me erney
L. E. oms
M. H. Powers
MEMBERS
18;
M. A. Burns
J. J. Crawford
G. T. Fox
J. J. Hoban
T. F. alan
F. S. Reilly
E. J. Sweent>y
The Art Club
Organized in the 17th century. Branch established in Jefferson in 1825.
Objects of Club :-ccTo decorate the floors, walls, ceilings and all other available spaces of
lecture rooms and amphitheatres with the juice of the weed."
Meetings are held during every lecture and clinic, and at any place around the college or
hospital.
RULES FOR MEMBERS
1. Members must never chew their own tobacco, if they can beg, borrow or steal some other
fellow's.
2. In working a new member for a chew, always take twice as much as you wam, and save
part of it for some future time.
3. If a member chews plug he must never cut a chew from it, always bite. It makes the plug
look more artistic.
OFFICERS
Dr. G. W. Spencer, Honorary President
Chief Salivator-H. H. Towler
Assistant Chief Salivator-G. H. Clapp
Landscape Gardeners-F. L. Patterson and L. C. Whiteside
Head of Commissary Department-B. B. Cox
Messenger-F. S. Reilly
P. J. Brice
G. H. Clapp
B. B. Cox
W. C. Craig
MEMBERS
:;'J. J. Crawford
J. J. Hoban
T. F. olan
F. L. Patterson
L. C. Whiteside
R. Reiff
F. S. Reilly
J. A. Roddy
H. H. Towler
*Authority on range finding and ballistics.
The Jefferson branch is to be commended on having successfully withstood the a~tacks made
upon it by Prof. Holland, in the course of his term of office as Dean.
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Married Men's Club
Motto:-"It's the little things that count."
Pin of this Club
OFFICERS
President-G. Hughes
Pice President--P. D. Moulton
Secretary-J. C. Clark
Treasurer-W. W. Bennett
MEMBERS
C. M. Clark
H. G. Randles
G. F. Phelps.
F. F. Abbott
F. D. Zimmerman
PROSPECTIVE MEMBERS
E. J. weeney
F. Bushong
M. R. Jrby
J. P. Seedenburg
::: J. H. Kinter
C. H. Poole
::: W. M. Johnston
W. M. Mason
E. W. Hamilton
Tomt: Here's to our wives and sweethearts.
May they never meet.
Those- marked * suffering with " ursitis. "
A Fond Reminiscence
~~~~S§~ T is Tuesday morning, 10 o'clock sharp. The class gradually penetrate into the west
lecture room and each individual member nonchalantly allows himself to collapse into
a seat, the hardness of which will long leave a callous remembrance.
orne proceed to light little" rolls of native hay," others aspirate with the
energy of despair the balmy smoke of the wondrous and much lauded Lancaster
cabbage leaf, still others chew the cud. A blackish streak is intermittently projected
into space, which the projector watches intently as it describes a beautiful parabolic
curve, while upon his face shines the ecstatic delight of innermost beatitude. Ponds, lakes, seas, oceans
form through which future classes are destined to wade.
Suddenly music breaks forth in the air and the listener's ear is quickly charmed by the sweet and
melodious strains of "Lydia Pinkham." Oh! the magic of the beautiful, celestial music! The soul
is transported to ethereal heights! All the asperities of this world are forgotten! Forgotten are the
ever recurring stewed prunes of boar9ing house fame, forgotten the oncoming examinations dangling
over our heads as a sword of Damocles. But as everything in nature is constantly changing, so do things
also change in the west lecture room.
A solitary voice breaks the continuity of the gradually dying notes of the beautiful song. "Pass
him up!" Whereupon as a faithful echo: "pass him up" is heard on all sides. The abject VIctim
mutters his last prayer, while the executioners advance and hand him delicately to the row above from
which row he is delicately passed on to the next and so on until he meets with empty space and suddenly
feels the floor bouncing at him.
It is now 10.30, the calvarium of the late Professor Grandam points at the horizon. In a little
while he comes floating in, attended by his faithful satellites, the inevitable" Gold Dust Twins."
Another lecture has begun.
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Duties of the Resident Physician
OF
Jefferson Medical College Hospital
[CONTRIBUTED]
I. Write Histories.
2. weep out wards twice a day.
3. Describe the Gilliam-Montgomery operation to the emors.
4. Buy candy for Miss Lane.
5. Wash the ambulance once a week.
6. Wind the clock in the clinic.
7. Elevate the operating table for the Trendelenburg position.
8. Make plaster bandages for Dr. Muschlitz.
9. Feed the rabbits and guinea pigs in the Pathological department.
10. Make himself generally useful around the hospital.
ach resident shall be in bed by 9.30 P. 0 smoking in or about the hospital except on
special occasions, such as holidays, when Cubeb cigarettes and "Sweet Mackerels" will be allowed.
hould any resident show any special aptitude in the care of the ambulance horse he will, upon recom-
mendation to the Committee, be appointed for special duty at' the barn. He shall have full charge of
the ambulance, which must be washed at least twice a week and greased at frequent intervals.
Moore, Watkins, Olsho, Bachman, Dayton, Sprague, Sloterbeck, please take notice.
OVERHEARD 0 A ICETOW CAR
Dr. S!un-"Stanton, let's go to Atlantic City next Sunday."
Dr. St07Jton-" All right, but who will attend to our practice I"
Dr. Shen-"By George! I forgot that Mc erney hasn't graduated yet."
Prof. Em.
Henzel
Prof. E11I.
Gillespy
Prof. E11I.
Irby
Prof. Em.
Poole
Prof. E11I.
Wills
Prof. Em.
Wills
Prof. Em.
Kocher
Prof. E11I.
Kocher
Prof. E11I.
Rinker
Prof. E11I.
Class
A Recitation in Guinea Collegy
amd some operation for Retroversion."
" Xalender's operation."
" Did he devise the operation?"
" 0, Christopher did it."
" Did Christopher describe it?"
" 0, Amerigo Ve pucci first described it."
"Then why is it called Xalender's operation?"
" Because Xalender was the first man to tie a Gordian knot in the round ligament."
" When was Xalender born, what was his wife's name and did she believe in woman's suffrage?"
"I don't know that, Professor, but I know who perfected the Xalender operation to the incalculabe benefit
of suffering humanity."
" You may tell us that, Mr. Wills."
"Gummontery, sir!" [Great applause]
"Correct,-Mr. Kocher you may tell us the the shape of a pyosalpinx."
" It may have the shape of a turnip, a carrot or an ear of corn. "
" Every tub on its own bottom, go on."
" A cucumber, a sweet potato or an over-ripe banana."
" What else, Mr. Rinker?"
" An ash sieve, a windmill or a dried cat."
" The next lesson will extend from page 32 5 to 576."
" Phee-ew, Phee-ew."
AUTOKIKATION AFTEQ. foXAMINATIOI'l
--
between the
Occupation,
PINK EYE-A Peculiar Affection
A Report of cases noted among Jefferson Students
Dejinition-A constitutional disease, characterized by palpitation of the heart, rapid pulse, a
preference for front row seats, visual manifestations and a tendency to recur.
History-The disease has been known for several years and has been discussed informally
among the students, but so far no complete report has been made.
Etiologv-Age, between 21 and 30 years. Male sex only. eason, commonest
months of October and May. Atmosphere of Jefferson Hospital strongly predisposes.
medical students are oftenest attacked.
The exciting cause is a pink uniform, set off by a white cap and apron, a combination frequently
met with about the wards of Jefferson Hospital.
Forms-Two forms have been observed, acute and chronic. The acute form is usually of short
duration and though severe, terminates almost invariably in recovery. The chronic form is of long
duration and complete recovery is rare, though the patient can be relieved of his symptoms, to a cer-
tain extent. .
Symptoms-Onset is usually sudden. The patient evinces a desire to occupy the front row at
clinics. He also wanders aimlessly about the wards and corridors of the hospital. Pulse is frequent,
of good strength and volume. When addressed, patient stutters and shows evidence of being taken by
surprise. The visual symptoms are those of fixation of the eye, and patient's notice cannot be attracted
easily.
Pathology-There are no definite pathologic changes.
Physical Signs-The patients are usually well nourished and show no characteristic signs.
Diagnosis-Usually easy and made on the above symptoms.
Prognosis-U nder proper treatment is good for the acute cases. Chronic cases are very ob-
stinate and though temporary improvement may be noted, complete cure is rare.
Treatment-Change of scene and air is always essential. Close watch must be kept on the patient
and absolutely trustworthy attendants must be secured, in order to guard against any attempt of the
patients to communicate with the exciting cause. There is always danger of recurrence and the com-
plete co-operation of the patient must be secured in order to derive benefit from the treatment. There
is no known medicinal treatment. The chief sufferers in the Class of 1907 are B. F. H., W. M. J., and
E. W.H.
Fav·orite Sayings of the Faculty Members
Prof. Holland:-" Go on."
Prof. H. A. Hare:-" So I repeat."
Prof. Wilson:-cc I wonder if I am making this
clear?"
Prof. Montgomery:-cc I am sorry to see that
some of the young men are bound to poison
themselves with the fumes of tobacco."
Prof. Coplin:-cc Gentlemen, I have still one
minute left."
Prof. DaCosta:-cc You will remember, gentlemen,
at the close of the last lecture, we were
discussing. "
Prof. telwagon:-cc Where do you find the
eruption of Tinea Versicolor?"
Prof. mith:-cc Pardon me for being late, gentle-
men."
Prof. Horwitz:-cc I am the cream of the milk of
human kindness."
Prof. Chapman:-cc Gentlemen, I won't ask you
this, but the ignorant State Board will."
Prof Kyle:-cc A local manifestation of a constitu-
tional disease."
Prof. Fisher:-cc ow, then."
Dr. Coles:-ccSo to speak."
Dr. Kalteyer:-cc ow in another group of cases."
Prof. Stelwagon:-cc The only difference between
patent medicines and proprietary remedies, is
that the first are advertised in newspapers and
the second in medical journals."
Prof. DaCosta:-ccWhen you make a diagnosis of
infected thrombo-phlebitis operate, even if
you have nothing more than a can-opener
and a hatchet to work with."
Heard at the Quizzes
Dr Scltzutlrtz:-" What structures pass through the external
abdominal ring ?"
orris: -" Poupart's ligament."
Dr. Btlnles:-" What glands would be enlarged in disease of the
cervix ?"
Stuckert:-" The cervical."
Dr. Wells:-" What kind of an eruption is this on the child's
face ?"
Cox :-Jmpetigo Confectiosa."
Prof. Coplill:-" What would be the first thing you would look
for on going to a private house to do a post
mort\:m ?"
Henzel:-" Crepe on the door."
Dr. Ktllte)'er:-" What would you do if a patient refu ed to be
operated upon for an intestinal perforation ?"
Gille py:-" CaJl in the undertaker."
Prof. Coltm:-" What do you feel on palpating this man's
chest ?"
trickler:-" I veel a zound."
Dr. Wells:-" What is the use of the abdominal binder following
del ivery ?"
Hood:-" It helps evolution."
Dr. Scltwtlrtz:-" Where is the external abdominal ring ?"
Dayton:- -" In Scarpa's triangle."
Dr. Ulriclt:-" What operation on the pregnant woman is apt
to cause abortion ?"
Ginsburg:-" Curettement."
Dr. Spmcer:-" What size! cat-gut would you use for the perito-
neum ?"
J. H. Johnson :-" Chromicized."
Prof. Colzm:-" What is the condition of this man's radial
artery?"
Hamilton:- (With his finger on the tendon of the Flexor Carpi
Radialis) -" Hardened."
Dr. KalteJCr-" What are some of the physical signs of
aneurysm ?"
Gillespy-" Well, on auscultation you hear a brewery."
Prof. M01Jtgomery:-" Who was the first man to do the Alexander
operation ?"
Seedenburg: -" Adam." -(Great applause.)
Prof. M01Jtgomery:-" You have evidently read the lesson."
Dr. Schwflrtz:-" How would you treat an ulcer with thick
edges. "
Powers:-"Use a bag of shot."
Dr. Wells: -" What is the use of the breast binder ?"
Clapp:- "To hold up the clothes."
Dr. Applemfln:-" What is Lientery?"
Poole: - " O! that's a proprietary remedy."
Dr. Barnes:-" What is myxoma ?"
Irby:-" A tumor mixed up of all kinds of tissue."
Dr. Bflr1JeS:-" Your mixed, O. K."
Dr. Schwflrtz;-" What is the palliative treatment for varicose
veins ?"
Jett:-" Inject Tr. Iodine."
Dr. Hflre:-" What is electricity ?"
Henzel:-(Who has been having a little nap), rubs his eyes and
answers, "I did know Doctor, but 1 have
forgotten. ' ,
Dr. Hflre:-" My God! there is the only man who ever knew
what electricity is and he has forgotten."
Dr. Dercum:-" When is the alcoholic headache the worst ?"
Whole Class:- -" In the morning."
Prof. Dovis:-( With IS-day-old baby in his arms): "Mr.
Brice, why does this baby look at me and not
at you ?"
Brice:-(After amoment's thought): "Because its vision is not
perfectly developed yet."
Dr. White:--" Give the symptoms of diphtheria?"
Laufersweiler:-" Anorexia and Rigor Mortis."
Dr. Bflr1JeS:-" Is cancer contagious?"
Hoban:-"I think so. I knew a nurse that caught one on her
finger."
Dr. Scllwflrtz:-"What is the most common cause of chronic
ulcer ?"
Shick :-"Obesity. "
Dr. Appel7IJfl1J:--"What does to 1. d. mean?"
Reilly-"Take in dilution. "
R!lken:-(On Dec. [fth): "Say, Doc., can you tell me
where Jimmy Wilson lectures ?"
Dr. White:-"What is the color of the diphtheritic pseudo
membrane ?"
WardIe:-"Mouse color, white, grayish white or dirty white."
Dr. White:-"That's pretty hard on White."
Dr. BOr1Jes:-"How would you overcome the difficulties of
bi-manual examination ?"
Mercer:-" Try to get the woman's confidence or chloroform
her. "
Minutes of the Last Meeting of the Class Book Committee
Meeting was called to order in the ociety room by Chairman Fox. Roll-call showed aJ] mem-
bers present. Minutes of last meeting were read and approved. Treasurer's report showed receipts
and expenditures, with no balance. Accepted.
Special business was then introduced and disposed of in the following order. The Chairman
explained that every man was bound on his honor, even though Prof. Chapman says that such a thing
among medical students is an unknown quantity, to cast his vote according to his best judgment, and
not aJ]ow any outside influence to have any bearing.
1. Who is the most popular man in the class? C. T. SA D received all the votes. Just
then the ambulance bell was heard and a recess was taken in order that the members might see the
case, and then return. It proved to be a case of Hamilton's disease, known also as dehydration of the
bundle of His.
U pan returning to the College it was found that a section of the "Verdant" under Dr. Abbott
had taken possession of the ociety room for a quiz. The legal point involved was decided against the
Committee by the clerk, and since the Committee desired to maintain the reputation of the class for
gentlemanly and orderly conduct at all t;mes, adjournment was taken to the smoking room, and a
corner of that appropriated.
" Who is the best natured?" was the next question. The debate on this was spirited, but
hick precipitated the balloting when he arose and dramatically asked, "Can any man here, truthfully
say that he ever saw Max Meitzner lose his temper, no matter what else he lost?" That decided it
for MAX MEITZ ER.
It was getting on toward 6 o'clock and those members suffering from boulemia were becoming
restless. On motion of Moorman, seconded by Bliss, a canvass was taken to find out the amount of
available cash. The treasurer coJ]ected in all 1.79 and a Canadian penny which Bliss carried for
luck. The outlook was hardly favorable, when Page made the happy announcement that he had a
number of slugs, the size of a nickel and proposed adjournment to the Automat, saying that these could
be used to advantage. The motion to adjourn was made, seconded and passed unanimously. ome
of the members wanted to know how Page happened to have the slugs in his possession, and somebody
said Page-girl=telephone-slugs-Q. E. D. After each man had served himself, (that's why it's
called The Automat)-and was comfortably seated, the Chairman announced that a vote would be taken
on the question, "Who is the most disorderly man in the class?" A lively discussion followed, but
GILLE PY was finally given the vote, on account of his constant buzz during lectures and a pro-
pensity for distributing match heads about lecture rooms and amphitheatres. HAl E was made a
close second on general principles.
The next question to be decided occasioned but little discussion. "Who 1S the most neatly
dressed man?" DIE RS received all the votes.
Then came the question, "'Who is the most over dressed man ?" ORRI easily led all others
in the voting and was so declared.
"Who is the tightest man in the class:' occasioned a wrangle over the meaning of the word
"tight." The Chairman finally decided that tight, as used in this connection, meant "hard to separate
from minor possessions, such as tobacco, cigarettes, etc." On the strength of this definition, WE TZ
was awarded the votes. The results of the voting on the succeeding questions were given to the poet on
his request and he submitted the following :-
The class grind is WADE DOSTER,
Who studies all the time
We wish that G. B. Foster,
Would finish out this rhyme.
Who is the most conceited?
LACOCK does easily win,
For did not once his photo
Adorn the Bulletin ?
Who's least appreciated in the class?
IRBY was the choice,
For doesn't he do scores of things,
And never raise his voice?
Who fus es most of all the men?
" HOBGOOD" some one did shout,
For did you ever see him when
He didn't have a girl about.
J offer this without excuse,
J felt it coming on you see,
A continental for all abuse,
That you may think to heap on me.
MOORMA said the poetry sounded like some he had once read as being written by an inmate
of Dr. Dippy's Retreat and charged plagiarism, but he was overruled by the Chairman and the poet
received a vote of thanks from the other members of the Committee.
A curious condition arose when the votes on the question, (( Who is the brightest man in the
class," were read. It was found that each slip of paper contained the name of a member of the Com-
mittee and that no two were alike. The inference that each man had voted for himself was plain, and
this was borne out by the guilty look on each man's face. Succeeding ballots indicated that each man
held to his opinion and on motion the question was held over, since the committee could not agree.
But by this time all of Page's slugs had been used up, and so adjournment to the street was
taken. Somebody suggested Taggs, but the suggestion was received in awed silence, for the manager
there has an exceedingly good memory for faces, and several of the faces on the committee didn't want
to be remembered by him.
So after some discussion, (( Pop" Greene's was decided on as the place to finish up the meeting.
Forks, knives, spoons, napkins, etc., which had been purloined from the Automat as souvenirs
were carefully stowed away in more secure places. Olsho and Bachman didn't know" Pop" Greene,
nor had they ever had the pleasure of matching him for the cigars or a package of tobacco, and it was
the opinion of the Committee, that they had missed a great deal in their college course. The Committee
occupied all available space in (( Pop's" store, and provided to vote at once on the next question.
Who is the most versatile man in the class.
conceded that his talents covered the widest range.
BACH MA was accorded this honor, it being
The members each had a cigar on him.
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The first year in college was voted the best, for as happy-go-lucky Freshmen, we had
or troubles. We didn't realize what the succeeding years
meant, and our only object in life seemed to be to keep out
of the way of the noble Sophomores.
What was the funniest thing that happened during the
college course? But no deliberation was needed, all agreeing
at once that Prof. Montgomery's impromptu shower bath af-
forded the most amusement.
The best thing the class ever did-was originating and
pushing to a successful issue, the project of presenting his
portrait to the late Prof. Forbes, on the 25th anniversary of
his connection with the Jefferson Medical College.
But when it came to the decision, ((Who is the most
popular professor?" the Committee had its troubles. Moor-
man produced the slips received from the members of the
class and a count showed that Prof. J. Chalmers Da Costa had
received the greatest number of votes with Prof. J. C. Wilson
a close second. The others were divided among Profs. E. P.
Davis, H. A. Hare, H. A. Wilson and H. W. Stelwagon.
Professors Graham and Montgomery also ran.
This vote closed the balloting and every member of
the Committee heaved a mighty sigh of relief that the task
had been completed without coming to blows. ((Pop" began
to show signs of wanting to close his store, as it was nearing
ten o'clock. So with a good-night all, the members of the
Committee betook themselves to their homes, (Beg pardon,
we meant boarding-houses), and the Book Committee of the
Class of 19°7 was a thing of the past.
The Last Word
The Book is finished. 0 doubt the observing reader has noted that by this time, but we make
the statement because we want to impress it upon him. We thought at first of having the preface
printed in the back in addition to the front, but on second thought decided not to. But we want to
express the same idea here that we did in the Preface. At the same time we must uphold our reputa-
tions as members of the Amalgamated Anvil Chorus. Personal stock goes up by leaps and bounds on
the attainment of the handle to the student's name, and the book is to serve partly the office of the
man, whose business it was in the old Roman days, to remind the conquering hero, at frequent intervals,
during the Triumphal March, "Remember thou art only a man."
And so when each and every man in the class has become famous, he can turn to this book, and
refresh his mind by reading its pages. He can think that his college course was not different from that
of many another man's. He got into the same kind of scrapes and got out of them the same as others.
And always the book will tell him, "Remember thou art only a man."
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When Shall We Three Meet Again ?
When shall we three meet again
In thunder, lightning or in ram
When the hurlyburly's done,
When the battle's lost and won.
-(Machetll, Act I.)
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